
Registration Start Dates
Residents | September 11 | 8:30am 

General Public | September 14 | 8:30am

FALL/WINTER |  OCTOBER 2020 -  MARCH 2021 

LEARN
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NEVER STOP  
    LEARNING,

KEEP ON  
    GROWING!
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6 KEY FACTORS OF COMMUNITY EDUCATION FOR STUDENTS
The Enrichment Academy team welcomes you to a world of fun, friendships and learning! Our team of recreation staff is here to 
help you explore the variety of services and facilities we offer to enhance your active lifestyle in Florida’s Friendliest Hometown.

• Students are self-directed. (They know what they want to learn.)

• They are learners who utilize their own knowledge and experience in the classroom.

• They are goal-oriented.

• They look at the relevancy of each class topic. (They align the relevancy with their own personal objectives.)

• They are practical. (They interject real life situations in the classroom.)

• They encourage collaboration in the group.  
 (They appreciate the opportunity to share their real life situations, their goals and their personal objectives.)

NEVER STOP LEARNING, KEEP ON GROWING!

OUR STORY
In April of 2017, The Villages® Center Community  

Development Districts Board directed The Villages Community  
Development Districts Recreation and Parks Department  

to establish a NEW division of lifestyle services that  
focuses on community education and enrichment�  

The new division, The EnrichmentAcademy, provides  
and operates a variety of fee-based, extra-curriculum courses  

that enhance and expand learning opportunities for residents  
and the general public� Course curriculum complements  
the existing resident-led lifestyle and recreation services  

offered in the recreation facilities, providing even more choices  
to fulfill our residents’ passion for learning.

OUR MISSION
“Committed in helping stimulate and empower participants to learn new skills  

and become fulfilled in learning through knowledge, mastery, and growth.”

OUR PURPOSE
“To provide and preserve community enrichment and the active lifestyle in  

The Villages community, Florida’s Friendliest Hometown®.”

OUR VISION
“To create a dynamic personal enrichment culture that meets individual  

participants’ needs, while being a cornerstone for learning.”
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Where will courses be held? 
A: All Enrichment Academy courses will be held at 
designated Recreation locations, or other approved 
locations� 

How do I become an instructor?
A: Course instructors provide leadership to teach a 
course that fulfills an educational, social, recreational, 
emotional or physical need to participants of The 
Enrichment Academy� All prospective course instructors 
are required to complete a course instructor application, 
available on our website www�DistrictGov�org, or at 
any Regional Recreation Center� Course instructor 
applications are accepted year round and reviewed bi-
annually� 

How do I become a speaker?
A: Speakers are invited to present and educate a crowd 
on leading-edge research, historical events, innovative 
techniques, emerging trends, or real-life experiences�  
All prospective speakers are required to complete  
a speaker application available on our website  
www�DistrictGov�org or at any Regional Recreation 
Center� Speaker applications are accepted year round� 

Q:

Q:

Q:

How do I register? 
A: Register in person, online at  
www�TheDistrictGov�org or by mail�

Is there a fee to take a course?
A: Yes� There will be a charge for courses, so we may pay 
our instructors and program operations� Some courses 
may have an additional supply fee �

Who may attend  
The Enrichment Academy?
A: Residents and general public, 30 years or older, may 
register for our courses and programs�

How may I contact and learn  
more about the instructors?
A: You may see detailed course information and learn 
more about our instructors on our website� Visit www�
DistrictGov�org and hover over the DEPARTMENTS 
tab� Select RECREATION, then click on the Enrichment 
Academy button on the right. There you will find a link 
to contact our instructors�

Q:

Q:

Q:

Q:

3-WAYS TO REGISTER!

(352) 674-1800 | TheEnrichmentAcademy@DistrictGov.org

Go to www.DistrictGov.org
Click on Departments
Click on Recreation
Click on The Enrichment Academy Logo 
View the course catalog and register  
for classes online!

ONLINE REGISTRATION
IN PERSON: Regional Recreation Centers 
Mon. - Fri. | 8:30am - 4:00pm 
Sat. & Sun. | 8:30am - 12:00pm at Eisenhower,  
La Hacienda, Lake Miona, Rohan and Everglades  
Regional Recreation Centers.

BY MAIL: 984 Old Mill Run | The Villages 32162

For more information:

FAQ’s
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AQUATICS
[CARDIO]

[SWIM LESSONS]

AQUA ZUMBA

Move to the beat in the heat while having fun with friends! This 
aqua class is packed with moves to increase flexibility, develop 
muscular strength through resistance and interval training to keep 
your heart beating strong. You can expect to feel like you have had 
a complete workout in the water without the impact on hips, knees 
and ankle joints. This class is for anyone who wants to dance like no 
one is watching while being a part of a much larger aqua tribe who 
like to have fun through aquatic movement.

Caryn Martin

4Day 

4Day 

| SeaBreeze Recreation Center

| Everglades Recreation Center

AQU10104

AQU10106
AQU10107

AQU10105
M 

M 
Sa

M
9/14 - 10/12

11/30 - 12/21
1/23 - 2/13

1/18 - 2/8
3:00 PM - 3:50 PM

11:00 AM - 11:50 AM
4:00 PM - 4:50 PM

4:00 PM - 4:50 PM

| G$41

| G$41

Fee: R$35

Fee: R$35

An aquatic exercise program utilizing Aqualogix* drag resistance 
equipment (ABS hand bells & leg fins) that turn the pool into a 
gym. This equipment puts the user in control - the harder they push 
the more challenging the workout. Drag equipment is effective for 
all fitness levels to improve muscle strength and endurance. 

WATER WARRIOR BOOT CAMP
Jeanette Hofmann

6Day | Everglades Recreation Center

AQU11104
AQU11105

W
W

10/7 - 11/11
2/3 - 3/8

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM
10:00 AM - 10:50 AM

| G$36Fee: R$30

For those who have fear of the water or can swim a little. The 
course will help participants overcome fear of the water and 
develop basic swim skills (freestyle/crawl).

6Day | Everglades Recreation Center

AQU04149

| G$61Fee: R$55

SWIM LESSONS: ADULT BEGINNING
Don Sheppard

AQU04150
M Th 9/28 - 10/15 10:00 AM - 10:35 AM

AQU04151
M Th 9/28 - 10/15 10:40 AM - 11:15 AM

AQU04152
M Th 10/26 - 11/12 10:00 AM - 10:35 AM
M Th 10/26 - 11/12 10:40 AM - 11:15 AM

This course is for those who can swim, but want to refine their 
freestyle skills to include proper stroke form, breathing, and 
increasing endurance. Participants should be able to swim at least 
one length of the pool.

6Day | Everglades Recreation Center

AQU05129

| G$61Fee: R$55

SWIM LESSONS: ADULT ADVANCED BEGINNER
Don Sheppard

AQU05130
M Th 9/28 - 10/15 11:20 AM - 11:55 AM
M Th 10/26 - 11/12 11:20 AM - 11:55 AM

[SCUBA]

High Energy Aquatic Training is an intensive cardio workout 
with minimal joint impact. Course includes muscle conditioning 
aided by hydrostatic pressure providing great cross training for 
participation in any other sport. 

6Day 

6Day 

| Everglades Sports Pool

| SeaBreeze Sports Pool

AQU07105

AQU07106

W

M

10/7 - 11/11

2/1 - 3/8

9:00AM - 9:50AM

3:00PM - 4:00PM

| G$26

| G$26

Fee: R$20

Fee: R$20

HIGH ENERGY AQUATIC TRAINING H.E.A.T
Jeanette Hofmann

This experience is a great way to fulfill a lifetime dream or decide if 
you want to become a certified diver...all in just four feet of water. 
Instructor provides all gear.

1Day | SeaBreeze Sports Pool

AQU02127 M 10/19 3:00PM - 3:50PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

DISCOVER SCUBA
Nancy Davenport

AQU02128 M 1/11 3:00PM - 3:50PM

Course covers the classroom and pool requirements. After class, 
participants will be ready to schedule open-water certification 
dives through the instructor or any PADI dive shop. Fees* $100 for 
books and gear rental. Class meets 11am-1:30pm in the SeaBreeze 
Clearwater Room & 3-4:50pm at the SeaBreeze Sports Pool.

2Day | SeaBreeze Recreation Center

AQU03121

AQU03122

M W

M W

10/5 - 10/14

1/4 - 1/6

11:00AM - 1:30PM
3:00PM - 4:50PM

3:00PM - 4:50PM
11:00AM - 1:30PM

| G$256Fee: R$250

INTRO TO SCUBA
Nancy Davenport

Learn to snorkel or improve your skills with advanced techniques. 
Great if you are taking a cruise or teaching your grandchildren. 
Enjoy the underwater world of beautiful fish and coral. All 
equipment is provided.

1Day | SeaBreeze Recreation Center

AQU01126 M 10/19 4:00PM - 4:50PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

SNORKELING
Nancy Davenport

AQU01127 M 1/11 4:00PM - 4:50PM

[SNORKELING]

*Course Supply Fee - In addition to class fee. 
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Healing expressions is an aqua class that incorporates Aqua Yoga, 
Meditation and Stretching. This course is designed for those who 
might experience limited ROM (Range of Motion) due to arthritis, 
joint pain and muscular discomfort. Slow mindful movements are 
used to reduce wear and tear on the joints while allowing the 
participant to fully experience stretching without pain.

AQUA YOGA
Caryn Martin

4Day 

4Day 

| Everglades Recreation Center

| SeaBreeze Recreation Center

AQU09102

AQU09104

AQU09103
Sa

W

Sa
9/19 - 10/10

9/16 - 10/17

1/23 - 2/13
4:00 PM - 4:50 PM

4:00 PM - 4:50 PM

4:00 PM - 4:50 PM

| G$41

| G$41

Fee: R$35

Fee: R$35

Learn to move back and forth from right to left brain while painting 
with acrylics and mixed media. Experience freedom using unique 
materials. Finish the painting or bring it to the class next week for 
fine tuning with cold wax and oil class. Call instructor for supply list 
828-230-6613, www.arrachmeart.com/classes

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

ART86101 Tu 10/13 12:00 PM - 4:30 PM

| G$71Fee: R$65

ABSTRACT PAINTING - PLAYFUL EXPLORING STAGE
Arrachme

ART

Aqua class to enhance range of movement, increase flexibility and 
strengthen muscles and joints

AQUA FOR ARTHRITIS
Caryn Martin

6Day 

6Day 

| SeaBreeze Recreation Center

| Everglades Recreation Center

AQU12101
AQU12102

AQU12103
AQU12104

W
W

W
W

10/21 - 11/25
1/20 - 2/24

11/16 - 12/21
2/1 - 3/8

3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM

9:00 AM - 10:00 AM
9:00 AM - 10:00 AM

| G$51

| G$51

Fee: R$45

Fee: R$45

NEW

Take a first step to acrylic painting with Acrylic for Beginners Level 
1 courses. The course is designed for who are new to painting. 
With a step-by-step teaching structure, Lan tailors her lesson plans 
with specific instructions along with detailed visuals for each step. 
She shows students basic techniques of acrylic painting and breaks 
down various art elements to help her students understand how 
to develop their own style. Students will apply these aspects to 
finish their own paintings with the techniques they learn. There is a 
$15.00 material fee payable. Instructor will send a supplies list via 
email.

ACRYLIC PAINTING FOR BEGINNERS: LEVEL 1
Lan Augustus

4Day | Colony Cottage Recreation Center

ART104102 (Seascape) F 11/13 – 12/4   1:00 PM - 3:00 PM

| G$91Fee: R$85

NEW

Enhance your painting skills with Acrylic for Beginners Level 2 
courses. The course is designed for those who would like to 
further their experience in acrylic painting. Students should have 
knowledge of basic techniques of acrylic or other mediums. With 
a step-by-step teaching structure, Lan shows students techniques 
of acrylic painting and breaks down various art elements to help 
her students understand how to develop their own style. Students 
will apply these aspects to finish their own paintings with the 
techniques they learn. There is a $15.00 material fee payable. 
Instructor will send a supplies list via email.

ACRYLIC PAINTING FOR BEGINNERS: LEVEL 2
Lan Augustus

4Day | Colony Cottage Recreation Center

ART105102 (Floral) F 11/13 – 12/4   3:30 PM - 5:30 PM

| G$91Fee: R$85

NEW

The seemingly unassuming themes of People, Places and Things 
will explore fascinating comparisons between historic master 
artists and works created today!  Participants will compare intuitive 
oil portraits with large-scale photographic portraits that explore 
cultural repression.  Places can be portraits of bucolic countryside 
or diagrams of urban chaos.  Places can also be memorialized 
by the citizens who lived and made them, or homes detailed by 
fascinating travel mementos.  We will conclude the series with a 
personal look into a cupboard of multicultural curiosities!  
NO CLASS: 1/20, 2/03, 2/17, 3/03

5Day | Pimlico Recreation Center

ART84130 Tu 1/13 - 3/10 9:30 AM - 11:00 AM

| G$106Fee: R$100

PEOPLE, PLACES AND THINGS!
Jan Clanton NEW

| G$71

Use masking techniques as the main feature to fine tune edges. 
Create forms and shapes with crisp and lost edges in abstract 
painting. Call instructor for  supply list, 828-230-6613,  
www.arrachmeart.com/classes

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

ART102101 Tu 2/16 12:00PM - 4:30PM

Fee: R$65

ABSTRACT MASKING PAINTING
Arrachme

| G$104

The course is designed for those who would like to apply their 
experience in acrylic painting to bird painting. Students should 
have knowledge of basic techniques of acrylic or other medium. 
With an easy to follow steps teaching structure, Lan tailors her 
“Blue Heron” lesson plan with specific instructions of bird painting 
and breaks down various art elements to help her students 
understand how to develop their own style. Students will apply 
these aspects to finish their own “Blue Heron” paintings with the 
techniques they learn. There is a $15.00 material fee payable to 
instructor the first day of class. Instructor will send a supply list via 
email prior to the start of the class.

4Day | Colony Cottage Recreation Center

ART11127 F 1/8 - 1/29 1:00PM - 4:00PM

Fee: R$98

ACRYLIC PAINTING: BLUE HERON
Lan Augustus
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Prerequisite - Bring the painting that you created using acrylics in 
the class Play and Explore Stage. Learn to abstract detail with the 
left-brain while painting using cold wax and oil. Call instructor for 
supply list 828-230-6613 or visit website:  
www.arrachmeart.com/classes

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

ART87101 Tu 10/20 12:00 PM - 4:30 PM

| G$71Fee: R$65

ABSTRACT PAINTING - FINE TUNING STAGE
Arrachme

Learn how water paintings can create or enhance all types of 
painting skills. Finish a painting. No experience needed. Call 
instructor for SMALL supply list, 828-230-6613 or visit website:  
www.arrachmeart.com/classes

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

ART88101 Tu 11/10 12:00 PM - 4:30 PM

| G$71Fee: R$65

PAINT FLOWING WATER
Arrachme

You’ll be amazed at how much fun and EASY it is to create free-
form abstract designs using alcohol inks on various surfaces such 
as tiles, paper, and acetate! No experience or supplies needed. 
An additional $15 supply fee* payable to instructor day of class. 
Students encouraged to bring an apron.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

ART83105 Su 12/6 5:00PM - 8:00PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

BEGINNER ALCOHOL INKS
Teri Stillwaugh

Painting on pots & pavers is fun and easy! Get ready to wow your 
friends with these projects – they make great gifts! No experience 
or supplies needed, an apron is recommended. An additional $10 
supply fee* payable to instructor day of class.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

ART91104 Tu 2/9 1:00PM - 4:00PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

CREATIVE POTS & PAVERS
Teri Stillwaugh

[Spring Theme]

Create trees in landscape using bright cheerful, unique, clean color. 
Choose any color combination for vivid brush strokes.  Abstracted 
Impressionism. Call instructor for supply list 828-230-6613 or visit 
website: www.arrachmeart.com/classes

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

ART85101 Tu 12/15 12:0 0 PM - 4:30 PM

| G$71Fee: R$65

BOLD LOOSE BRUSH STROKE LANDSCAPES
Arrachme NEW

Create a peaceful loving feeling, painting familiar Florida palm 
trees, beach, and water. Just for Fun. Call instructor for supply list 
828-230-6613 or visit website: www.arrachmeart.com/classes

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

ART103101 Tu 3/9 12:00 PM - 4:30 PM

| G$71Fee: R$65

HAPPY FLORIDA BEACH PAINTING
Arrachme NEW

Bring everyday items such as a feather to make your own tools 
for painting. Then use them to form lines and shapes creating 
a whimsical uplifting painting. Let us make it light and fun. Call 
instructor for supply list 828-230-6613 or visit website:  
www.arrachmeart.com/classes

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

ART89101 Tu 1/12 12:00 PM - 4:30 PM

| G$71Fee: R$65

SELF-MADE TOOLS FOR WHIMSICAL PAINTING
Arrachme NEW

Join the fun and learn how to paint on an assortment of rocks! 
It’s easy to create a variety of designs, change the look of a rock 
into a work of art! Use rocks for meditation, friendship exchange, 
decorations, just for FUN!!! No experience or supplies needed, an 
apron is recommended. An additional $10 supply fee* payable to 
instructor day of class.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

ART100104 M 12/14 1:30PM - 4:00PM

| G$56Fee: R$50

FRIENDSHIP ROCKS
Teri Stillwaugh

ART100105 M 2/1 1:30PM - 4:00PM

| G$91

Originally this artform was used on tin, and wooden surfaces, 
however it can be done on any surface.  Teri will guide you through 
this traditional fun type of decorative painting and the history of 
“Tole Painting” (French for tin). Students are required to bring their 
own supplies to class and may use oil paints or acrylics to paint 
designs.  Contact: terisfunart@gmail.com for more information, 
selection of pattern designs and supply list. $10.00 payable to 
instructor first day of class.

2Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

ART08104
ART08105

Su
Su

11/29 - 12/6
1/31 - 2/7

12:30PM - 3:30PM
12:30PM - 3:30PM

Fee: R$85

BASIC TOLE & DECORATIVE PAINTING
Teri Stillwaugh

| G$91

Learn how to create your very own “Brush Expressions” character.  
Mixed media art form using air dry clay and acrylic paints to “alter 
or re-purpose” an ordinary art brush into a whimsical character 
that expresses and conveys a greeting. Everyone loves these little 
characters, and they make GREAT gifts! No experience or supplies 
required.  $10.00 fee is payable to instructor first day of class.

2Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

ART106101
ART106102

Th
Tu

10/1 - 10/8
1/19 - 1/26

1:00PM - 3:00PM
1:00PM - 3:00PM

Fee: R$85

BRUSH EXPRESSIONS
Teri Stillwaugh
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This course will explore the beauty and magic of your creative self 
through painting. Choosing your personal colors, shapes and lines 
with an intuitive approach and a non-judgmental attitude, you will 
discover deeper levels of your primary self and build new bridges 
to your imagination. Supplies required will print on your receipt.

6Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

ART01106 M 2/1 - 3/8 9:00AM - 11:00AM

| G$81Fee: R$75

ACRYLIC PAINTING- EXPRESSIONS OF THE SOUL 1
Betty Costa

Prerequisite: Completion of One Stroke Beginner. This course 
will enhance your skills by building on the strokes learned at the 
beginner level. Participants will be introduced to the next level of 
brush strokes and techniques. There is an additional $25 supply 
fee* payable to instructor first day of class.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

ART14108 Th 10/29 - 11/19 9:00AM - 11:30AM

| G$81Fee: R$75

ONE STROKE PAINTING: BEGINNER 2
Deb Rich

ART14109 Th 2/4 - 2/25 9:00AM - 11:30AM

Discover your hidden talent! Developed by Donna Dewberry, the 
One Stroke Painting technique is easy for everyone. People who 
have never picked up a brush before will feel comfortable trying 
and mastering this method. Learn how to prepare, load and care 
for brushes. No previous painting experience is required for this 
course. Note: Supplies will be available for purchase at the first 
class (appx. $65).

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

ART05108 Th 10/1 - 10/22 9:00AM - 11:30AM

| G$81Fee: R$75

ONE STROKE PAINTING: BEGINNER
Deb Rich

ART05109 Th 1/7 - 1/28 9:00AM - 11:30AM

Join us for a fun time painting step-by-step while finding the 
artist in you. The direction is “up” in an exciting, yet comfortable 
atmosphere finding joy in self-expression. We will be completing 
two paintings: 1 floral and 1 non-floral. All levels are welcome and 
no drawing skills needed. Supply list provided.

4Day | SeaBreeze Recreation Center

ART82102
ART82103
ART82104

W
Th
Th

10/7 - 10/28
1/7 - 2/4
3/11 - 4/1

9:00AM - 11:30AM
9:30AM - 12:00PM
9:30AM - 12:00PM

| G$86Fee: R$80

WATERCOLORS: LET’S FIND THE ARTIST IN YOU!
Suzanne Svejcar 

Students will transform seashells into beautiful ornaments 
using a variety of paints & mediums such as imitation gold leaf, 
interference & iridescent acrylics, and much more! Don’t miss this 
class! No experience or supplies needed, just bring an apron. An 
additional $10 supply fee* payable to instructor day of class.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

ART92104 Th 12/17 10:00AM - 12:00PM

| G$56Fee: R$50

1Day | Rohan Recreation Center

ART92103 W 10/28 10:00AM - 12:00PM

| G$56Fee: R$50

DECORATIVE SEASHELL PAINTING
Teri Stillwaugh

Learn a variety of flowers, trees, vines, leaves and ferns to produce 
beautiful arrangements, bouquets, and borders. Design elements 
will be taught to enhance your painting skills. Emphasis will be 
on introducing the student to paint on various surfaces, such 
as glass, metal, canvas, and fabric. Students will use the acrylic 
brushes, paints, and supplies from the beginner class. Prerequisite: 
Completion of the One Stroke Beginner course & One Stroke 
Beginner 2 course. Supply fee* to instructor first class (appx. $25).*

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

ART24104 Th 3/4 - 3/25 9:00AM - 11:30AM

| G$81Fee: R$75

ONE STROKE PAINTING: MORE
Deb Rich

With a step-by-step lesson plan, learn basic techniques to draw 
a portrait from your own photograph. There is a $15.00 material 
fee and a small supply list. Contact LAN for more information 
lanaugustus@verizon.net

6Day | Colony Cottage Recreation Center

ART101102      F 2/5 - 3/12 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM

| G$106Fee: R$100

PORTRAIT DRAWING FOR BEGINNERS
Lan Augustus

| G$106

The discussions during this art appreciation series will focus on 
artists and their works during pivotable epochs of history. The 
Isenheim Altarpiece was a form of propaganda in 1516 when 
it was completed. It will be compared to artwork created in 
the run-up to World War I in Germany. J.L. David lived during 
the French Revolution and became enmeshed in the politics of 
the day. Picasso’s painting of a small Catalonian village was his 
condemnation of France and became a living document of the 
horrors of war. Moore lived in Britain during the blitzkrieg of 
London, and surprisingly painted warn scenes of survivors. Nick 
Cave is a contemporary artist who builds ‘soundsuits’ to protect 
identity. NO CLASS: 10/21, 11/4, 11/11, 11/25.

5Day | Pimlico Recreation Center

ART84120 W 10/14 - 12/9 9:30AM - 11:00AM

Fee: R$100

ICONIC ARTWORKS
Jan Clanton
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Prerequisite: Beginning Chain Maille. Attendees will learn two new 
weaves: Byzantine and Persian, making a necklace in one weave 
and a bracelet in the other weave of their choice. All aluminum 
jump rings and jewelry findings will be provided with payment of 
materials fee. Bring pliers provided in Beginning Chain Maille class 
and own magnifying glass or readers. Material fee: $20.

3Day 

3Day 

| Colony Cottage Recreation Center

| Eisenhower Recreation Center

CRA23103 F 10/23 - 11/6 1:30 PM - 3:30 PM

| G$56

| G$56

Fee: R$50

Fee: R$50

JEWELRY: INTERMEDIATE CHAIN MAILLE
Jenean Best

CRA23104 M 3/15 - 3/29 1:30 PM - 3:30 PM

Let Go, Relax, Have Fun! Draw easy to learn structured patterns 
that create beautiful images in a meditative environment to soft 
music. Taught to you step-by-step. No experience necessary. 
Supply fee* of $5 cash payable to instructor at class.

1Day | Colony Recreation Center

ART53107 Th 10/1 2:00PM - 4:00PM

| G$41Fee: R$35

ZENTANGLE MINDFUL DRAWING
Jacki Rose

ART53108 Th 11/5 2:00PM - 4:00PM
ART53109 Th 12/3 2:00PM - 4:00PM
ART53110 Th 1/7 2:00PM - 4:00PM
ART53111 Th 2/4 2:00PM - 4:00PM
ART53112 Th 3/4 2:00PM - 4:00PM

Relax, rejuvenate and have fun drawing structured patterns on the 
large Zentangle Opus 10.5” square Fabriano Paper Tile. You will 
be instructed every step of the way in a meditative environment. 
Supply fee* $5

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

ART50105
ART50106
ART50107
ART50108

Th
Th
Th
Th

10/8
1/14
2/11
3/11

1:00PM - 4:30PM
1:00PM - 4:30PM
1:00PM - 4:30PM
1:00PM - 4:30PM

| G$61Fee: R$55

ZENTANGLE OPUS
Jacki Rose

CRAFTS

Participants will learn the basics of Chain Maille jewelry making: 
opening and closing links using jewelry pliers (included in materials 
fee). Participants will complete a pair of earrings and a bracelet 
in two weaves: Orbital and Rosette. Tools and material provided, 
materials fee* of $35 payable to the instructor the first day of class.

3Day 

3Day 

| Eisenhower Recreation Center

| Rohan Recreation Center

CRA22105 M 10/5 - 10/19 3:00PM - 4:30PM

| G$66

| G$66

Fee: R$60

Fee: R$60

BEGINNING CHAIN MAILLE
Jenean Best

CRA22106 W 2/24 - 3/10 10:00AM - 11:30AM

Have you ever purchased a bunch of flowers and wanted to make 
it into a beautiful table arrangement? Well this is the class for you. 
You will receive step-by-step instructions on working with fresh 
flowers, learning the art of arranging, and finally designing your 
own table arrangement. By the end, you will have created an 
original masterpiece and had FUN! Supply fee* of $15 payable to 
instructor at the beginning of the class.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center | G$56Fee: R$50

FRESH FLOWER ARRANGING
Barb Sadden

CRA26106 Tu 3/16 2:30PM - 4:30PM
CRA26107 Tu 3/23 12:00PM - 2:00PM

*Course Supply Fee - In addition to class fee. 

Have Questions? Check the FAQ’s on PAGE 4
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Interested in becoming an Instructor  
or Speaker of The Enrichment Academy? 

Visit www.DistrictGov.org  
for more information.

Follow the latest indoor décor trend! Learn all about succulents 
and make an indoor or covered lanai container with your choice 
of either live or realistic artificial plants. Or you may choose to 
do an advanced project of making a succulent wreath or vertical 
art frame using artificial plants. See www.gardening-inspirations.
com/Workshops for sample photos. Supply fee $39, payable to 
instructor at end of class. 

1Day | Moyer Recreation Center

CRA10103 Sa 10/3 9:00AM - 12:00PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

TROPICAL SUCCULENTS: LIVE OR ARTIFICIAL PLANTS
Rondi Niles

Create a miniature garden or globe, for the holidays or year-
round – your choice. Make a woodland, fairy, or beach scene 
using realistic artificial greenery/succulents (especially if you are a 
snowbird or have a brown thumb), or else use live ferns, foliage, 
and succulents for indoors or your covered lanai. Have fun picking 
out the creative miniature accessories. If you wish to create a 
holiday version, use glittery artificial greenery that can be enjoyed 
year after year, and accessorize with special holiday miniatures. 
See www.gardening-inspirations.com/Workshops for sample 
photos. Supply fee $25 for a globe or approximately $45 for a 
garden (may vary depending upon supplies chosen).

1Day | Everglades Recreation Center

CRA09105 Sa 11/7 9:00AM - 12:00PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

MINIATURE GARDENING: LIVE OR ARTIFICIAL PLANTS
Rondi Niles

Create a beautiful and fragrant rosemary wreath. Leave natural 
or optionally enhance with holiday décor. Finish with a beautiful 
bow. See www.gardening-inspirations.com/Workshops for sample 
photos. Supply fee* $35 payable to instructor.

1Day | Moyer Recreation Center

CRA13103 Sa 11/14 9:00AM - 12:00PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

ROSEMARY WREATH
Rondi Niles

Create projects using polymer clay baked in your own home 
oven. The class teaches basic techniques, rolling, baking and 
marbleizing. We will make flowers, animals, holiday ornaments & 
forming gem-like faux stones for jewelry. Supplies needed for this 
class will print out on your confirmation and are listed on our web 
site.
4Day | SeaBreeze Recreation Center

CRA21105
CRA21106

Th
Th

10/29 - 11/19
2/11 - 3/4

9:30AM - 11:30AM
9:30AM - 11:30AM

| G$56Fee: R$50

POLYMER CLAY: THE EASY WAY
Suzanne Svejcar

Make a 12 beginner-block level Sampler Quilt. Sampler Quilts 
consist of different blocks made with a variety of fabrics. Each 
class highlights a lesson that together completes a broad base of 
quilting instruction. Pattern instructor booklet for class is $7.00 
payable first day of class to Instructor. For fabric needs and supply 
list, please contact Micki at: maccumbee313@gmail.com

8Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

CRA27104 M 11/30 - 1/18 8:30AM - 11:00AM

| G$71Fee: R$65

QUILTING BEGINNER SAMPLER
Inez “Micki” MacCumbee
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*Course Supply Fee - In addition to class fee. 

NEVER STOP LEARNING, 
KEEP ON GROWING!

Make a beginner plus block Sampler Quilt set On-Point. Each of 
the 11 patchwork blocks highlights quilting techniques, i.e., curved 
piecing, HST’s and QST’s. Blocks will be set on-point, piano border 
added, Walking Foot quilted, binding and label to finish. Pattern 
with handouts booklet for class is $7.00, payable to instructor first 
day of class. For fabric needs and supply list, please contact Micki 
at maccumbee313@gmail.com.

8Day | Allamanda Recreation Center

CRA27120 Th 2/11 - 4/1 8:30AM - 11:00AM

| G$71Fee: R$65

QUILTING BEGINNER PLUS SAMPLER
Inez “Micki” MacCumbee NEW

Enjoy craft beer like fine wines. This course will take participants 
through the world of craft beer and what to expect from beer 
styles and labels. Beer writer and historian Mark DeNote will share 
fundamental craft beer information and tasting techniques from soft 
pilsners to malty porters and IPA’s. Supply fee of $5 to $10 per class 
depending upon beer.

1Day | Rohan Recreation Center

CUL09105 Th 1/28 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

BEER TASTING 101
Mark Denote

CULINARY

Florida’s craft beer scene is exploding and bars and restaurants 
are carrying more and more beers. Join author and Cicerone® 
Mark DeNote as he talks through a variety of beers from breweries 
within 90 minutes of The Villages. Supply fee of $5 to $10 per class 
depending upon beer.

1Day | Manatee Recreation Center

CUL10101 Th 10/29 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

BEER TASTING 102 - LOCAL BEERS
Mark Denote

Join Cicerone® and author Mark DeNote for a trip through the 
beers of one of the most diverse beer cultures in the world. Supply 
fee of $10 to $15 per class depending upon beer.

1Day | Manatee Recreation Center

CUL11101 Th 12/3 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

BEER TASTING 201 - THE BEERS OF BELGIUM
Mark Denote

Students will learn the basics of cake decorating using buttercream 
icing: how to level, torte, fill, frost, and decorate a round cake. 
This fun class is geared for anyone who has ever wanted to try 
or wants a refresher on basic cake decorating. Students will 
leave with a beautifully decorated cake, and recipes. An apron is 
recommended, but no experience or supplies needed. $20 supply 
fee* payable to instructor day of class. No dietary restrictions. 

1Day | Bridgeport Recreation Center

CUL06113 Su 10/18 12:00PM -3:00PM

| G$81Fee: R$75

CAKE DECORATING: BEGINNERS
Teri Stillwaugh

CUL06114 Su 2/14 12:00PM -3:00PM

Have fun learning how to decorate plain cupcakes, using 
buttercream/fondant and various other decorations to transform 
ordinary cupcakes & cookies into beautiful, tasty works of art! 
Students will go home with a boxful of beautiful cupcakes & 
cookies! No supplies or experience required, just bring an apron. 
$20 supply fee* payable to instructor day of class. No dietary 
restrictions.

1Day | Bridgeport Recreation Center

CUL07108 Su 10/18 5:00PM - 8:00PM

| G$81Fee: R$75

COOKIES & CUPCAKE DECORATING: BEGINNERS
Teri Stillwaugh

CUL07109 Su 12/20 5:00PM - 8:00PM

Those attending the wine class would be a wine enthusiast, those 
wanting to learn of food and wine pairing and anyone wanting to 
explore and learn about the world of wine! Premium wine tasting 
on day 2.

2Day | Everglades Recreation Center

CUL08104 Tu W 2/16 - 2/17 2:00PM - 5:00PM

| G$76Fee: R$70

INTRODUCTION TO WINE: A JOURNEY
Walter Bost

Have Questions? Check the FAQ’s on PAGE 4
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DANCE

Social Dancing will be taught in 3 consecutive series. Beginners, 
and non-dancers have a special request, “Teach me to dance at 
The Villages town squares”. These classes will train you in a quick 
and easy way to dance to the most often played music at the 
squares. Each series you will learn a different group of inter-related 
basic step patterns. Basic lead and follow techniques, timing and 
style of the dance, all to give you the confidence to become a 
participant instead of a spectator. Partner required at sign-up.

5Day | Hibiscus Recreation Center

DAN47102 (Series 1)
DAN47103 (Series 2)
DAN47104 (Series 3)

Sa
Sa
Sa

10/17 - 11/14
1/9 - 2/6
2/27 - 4/3

12:30 PM - 1:30 PM
12:30 PM - 1:30 PM
12:30 PM - 1:30 PM

| G$39Fee: R$33

BALLROOM: SOCIAL DANCING
Geri Conrad

Hustle is a fun, animated partner dance to contemporary music 
played at all social dance events. You and will learn the fun, easy 
dance patterns with underarm turns and twirls in a variety of dance 
positions. You will also learn how to dance your Hustle dance 
patterns to its “sister” Latin dance, the Merengue played on 
cruises, the town squares and dance parties. Partner required at 
sign-up.

5Day | Hibiscus Recreation Center

DAN48102 Sa 10/17 - 11/14 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM

| G$39Fee: R$33

BALLROOM: LEVEL 1 HUSTLE-MERENGUE
Geri Conrad

A continuation of Level I Hustle and Merengue. You now have the 
feel, movement, and recognize the rhythms of these two dances 
and are ready to add new step patterns, with a new variety of 
dance positions. Our inter-related teaching techniques will make for 
easier step memory with styling automatic. Continued instruction 
on lead/follow, timing and style. Partner required at sign-up.

5Day | Hibiscus Recreation Center

DAN53101 Sa 1/9 – 2/6 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM

| G$39Fee: R$33

BALLROOM: LEVEL 2 HUSTLE-MERENGUE
Geri Conrad

This course is for students who have some knowledge of basic 
ballet positions and steps. It includes barre and floor work and is a 
full body workout. Steps across the floor will be revisited and new 
ones added.

BALLET: CONTINUING
Carolyn Hosman

6Day | Saddlebrook Recreation Center

DAN12135 F 10/2 - 11/13 2:00PM - 3:00PM

| G$62Fee: R$56

DAN12136 F 1/8 - 2/26 2:00PM - 3:00PM
DAN12137 F 3/5 - 4/23 2:00PM - 3:00PM

Students who are new to ballet should complete a minimum of 
three sessions in Beginning: Level 1 before registering in Level 2 
or have permission of the instructor.

6Day | Fenney Recreation Center

DAN12131 M 10/5 - 11/9 3:00PM - 4:00PM

| G$62Fee: R$56

BALLET: BEGINNING LEVEL 2
Carolyn Hosman

DAN12132 M 11/16 - 12/21 3:00PM - 4:00PM
DAN12133 M 1/11 - 2/15 3:00PM - 4:00PM
DAN12134 M 2/22 - 3/29 3:00PM - 4:00PM

This class is a safe and gentle way to strengthen muscles, improve 
flexibility and balance, build core body strength, improve posture 
and increase energy. The format of the class starts with exercises at 
the barre, then in the center for balance and control.

6Day | Fenney Recreation Center

DAN08130 M 10/5 - 11/9 4:15PM - 5:15PM

| G$62Fee: R$56

BALLET: BEGINNING LEVEL 1
Carolyn Hosman

DAN08131 M 11/16 - 12/21 4:15PM - 5:15PM
DAN08132
DAN08133

M
M

1/11 - 2/15
2/22 - 3/29

4:15PM - 5:15PM
4:15PM - 5:15PM

6Day | Saddlebrook Recreation Center

DAN08134 F 10/2 - 11/13 3:15PM - 4:15PM

| G$62Fee: R$56

DAN08135 F 1/8 - 2/26 3:15PM - 4:15PM
DAN08136 F 3/5 - 4/23 3:15PM - 4:15PM

This class is for all who want to dance to the contemporary music 
of your generation. A “MUST LEARN” for wedding receptions, 
class reunions, cruises, and at all local squares. You will learn steps 
to get your feet in motion, solo and partner body moves to choose 
from, and how to develop and enjoy your own style as you dance 
to the many various rhythms. In 5 weeks this class will give you 
the knowledge and confidence to “LET LOOSE” and “DO YOUR 
OWN THING”. Easy, Fun and very informative dance class. Partner 
required at sign-up. 

5Day | Allamanda Recreation Center

DAN16104 Th 2/25 - 3/25 4:45PM - 5:45PM

| G$39Fee: R$33

BALLROOM: LEVEL I BABY BOOMER
Geri Conrad

This course is for students who have attended Level II and 
Continuing Ballet. We will review what we have learned during the 
break between courses.

BALLET: LEVEL 2 & CONTINUING REVIEW
Carolyn Hosman

3Day | Saddlebrook Recreation Center

DAN12200 F 11/27 - 12/11 2:00PM - 3:00PM

| G$33Fee: R$27

NEW
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A Fun, Creative, Easy, and Exciting way to learn a combination of 
step patterns that can be danced to Country Ballads, Country Two 
Step and Country Waltz rhythms. Emphasis and instruction for good 
lead & follow, timing, and style. Partner required at sign-up.

5Day | Allamanda Recreation Center

DAN34103 Th 10/8 - 11/19 4:45 PM - 5:45 PM

| G$39Fee: R$33

BALLROOM: LEVEL 1 COUNTRY COMBO
Geri Conrad

Continuation of Country Combo Level I.  New step patterns 
and dance positions for a larger variety of fun and easy dance 
combinations to dance at social dance events.  Emphasis on lead/
follow, and style for Country Ballads and Country Waltz music. 
Partner Required.

5Day | Allamanda Recreation Center

DAN41102 Th  1/7 - 2/4 4:45 PM - 5:45 PM

| G$39Fee: R$33

BALLROOM: LEVEL 2 COUNTRY COMBO
Geri Conrad

The Waltz is a foundation dance for all other smooth dances and 
a very good dance for beginners.  Many of the basic Waltz step 
patterns have the same footwork and step patterns for a favorite 
Latin Dance, the Rhumba.  We will teach you the dance steps, 
timing, lead and follow skills for comfortable partner coordination 
to the Waltz and then how to apply that knowledge to the Rhumba.  
Learning these inter-changeable dance patterns for two dance 
styles develops and easier memory from each lesson.  In 5 weeks 
you will be ready to dance the Waltz and Rhumba at all your future 
dance events. Partner required at sign-up.

5Day | Allamanda Recreation Center

DAN54101 Th 2/25 – 3/25 3:15PM – 4:15PM

| G$39Fee: R$33

BALLROOM: LEVEL I WALTZ – RHUMBA
Geri Conrad

Samba is a lively, rhythmical dance of celebration and joy.  Couples 
will be introduced to the step patterns with rocking body moves 
that can be moved around the floor or danced in place.  We will 
also teach you how to take these same patterns, and apply them 
to the slower tempos of the Nite Club Slow, also known as the Nite 
Club 2 step. You will learn timing to fit the rhythm, style for the 
dance, and good lead and follow techniques. Partner required at 
sign-up.

5Day | Hibiscus Recreation Center

DAN55101 Sa 2/27 – 4/3 2:00PM – 3:00pm

| G$39Fee: R$33

BALLROOM: LEVEL I SAMBA
Geri Conrad

Leave your spanx at home and let your jiggle wiggle! In this 
technique class, we will break down essential Belly Dance moves 
that characterize the Cabaret Style of Belly Dance and drill them 
to help sync with your muscle memory. Then we will gather them 
up and put them into a short combo, so you can begin to develop 
your shimmy and shake. Wrap your hips in your favorite coin scarf 
or leftover holiday decorations and shimmy into class.

BELLY DANCE BASIC: BEGINNER
Abby David

6Day | Fenney Recreation Center

DAN51101 W 10/7 - 11/11 5:00 PM - 6:00 PM

| G$66Fee: R$60

DAN51102 W 1/6 - 2/10 5:00 PM - 6:00 PM

NEW
This class is a continuation of Level II Ballroom Slow classes. We 
will review and add new patterns with romantic body moves, twirls, 
underarm turns, and dips in a variety of dance positions. You will 
also learn some Nite Club Slow movements. Many of the dance 
steps are inter-changeable with each other so you will have two 
dance styles to choose from. Ballroom Slow will move you around 
the floor. Nite Club Slow is designed for smaller dance floor. 
Partner required at sign-up.

5Day | Allamanda Recreation Center

DAN44102 Th 10/8 - 11/19 3:30PM - 4:30PM

| G$39Fee: R$33

BALLROOM: LEVEL II BALLROOM & NITE CLUB SLOW
Geri Conrad

Rock ‘N’ Roll swing music of the “rocking” 50’s, 60’s and present 
upbeat tempos of today requires its own footwork and style to 
fit the music. You will be taught the feel and rhythm of this very 
popular swing style. The step patterns you will learn will give you 
an animated authentic movement of your body while dancing a 
variety of underarm turns and twirls so necessary for the dance. 
Emphasis on timing, lead/follow, and style. Partner required at 
sign-up.

5Day | Allamanda Recreation Center

DAN03112 Th 1/7 - 2/4 3:30PM - 4:30PM

| G$39Fee: R$33

BALLROOM: LEVEL I ROCK ‘N’ ROLL SWING
Geri Conrad

Learn the art of Ballroom Technique with relaxed social steps that 
will have you dancing comfortably at every venue from the squares 
to the restaurants. Dances introduced: Rumba, Foxtrot, Waltz, 
Tango, Swing, Cha cha.

8Day | La Hacienda Recreation Center

DAN39102
DAN39103

W
W

9/30 - 11/25
9/30 - 11/25

9:15AM - 10:05AM
10:30AM - 11:20AM

| G$56Fee: R$50

BALLROOM: SOCIAL DANCING: BEGINNER
Susan & Mark O’Brien

Have Questions? Check the FAQ’s on PAGE 4
*Course Supply Fee - In addition to class fee. 
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The Enrichment Academy is committed to  
helping participants acquire knowledge for 

growth in mind, body, or spirit. 

Couples will learn the basic steps first. Participants will be taught 
four beginner dances. Each dance will be reviewed each week. 
Everyone dances in a circle, and every couple will be doing the 
same patterns. Partner required at sign up.

6Day | Bridgeport Recreation Center

DAN05126 Th 1/7 - 2/11 6:00PM - 7:00PM

| G$40Fee: R$34

COUNTRY PATTERN PARTNER: BEGINNER
Lola & Bob Miller

DAN05127 Th 2/18 - 3/25 6:00PM - 7:00PM

Our class will focus on learning basic easy to follow steps, leads 
and turns. Dance pace is appropriate for Villagers, and the step-
by-step instruction is casual and fun. Partner required.

7Day | Fenney Recreation Center

DAN29109 Su 10/4 - 11/22 3:00PM - 4:30PM

| G$44Fee: R$38

EAST COAST SWING: BEGINNER
Stephen Brown

DAN29110 Su 1/10 - 2/21 3:00PM - 4:30PM

The dances taught in this course are a little more advanced. 
Participants who have taken the beginner’s course first would 
continue with learning more dances. Partner required.

6Day | Bridgeport Recreation Center

DAN06126 Th 1/7 - 2/11 7:30PM - 8:45PM

| G$40Fee: R$34

COUNTRY PATTERN PARTNER: BEG. PLUS
Lola & Bob Miller

DAN06127 Th 2/18 - 3/25 7:30PM - 8:45PM

This course is a follow-up class to the beginner class, or for those 
who already know basic east coast swing steps/beginner turns. 
Students will be taught new turns with a focus on refining your 
moves. Partner required at sign up.

6Day | Fenney Recreation Center

DAN30105 Su 2/28 - 4/4 3:00PM - 4:30PM

| G$39Fee: R$33

EAST COAST SWING: INTERMEDIATE
Stephen Brown

This course is for the individual who would like to further their 
line dance experience in a fun atmosphere. Participants will learn 
new and classic dances to different rhythms using more difficult 
combination step patterns and technique. Basic step terminology 
understanding is required.

6Day | Allamanda Recreation Center

DAN26109 M 11/9 - 12/21 10:30AM - 11:20AM

| G$39Fee: R$33

LINE DANCE: EXPERIENCED BEGINNER
Darlene Miller

DAN26110 M 1/4 - 2/8 10:30AM - 11:20AM
DAN26111 M 2/22 - 3/29 10:30AM - 11:20AM

DAN25111 M 2/22 - 3/29 9:30AM - 10:20AM

Learn some of the basics of line dance in a fun comfortable 
atmosphere. Several basic line dance steps, patterns and some 
technique will be taught while learning a few easy line dances 
done on the town squares and in social settings. Proper footwear 
required - no flip flops allowed.

6Day | Allamanda Recreation Center

DAN25109 M 11/9 - 12/21 9:30AM - 10:20AM

| G$39Fee: R$33

LINE DANCE: BASIC BEGINNER
Darlene Miller

DAN25110 M 1/4 - 2/8 9:30AM - 10:20AM

A fun based, get your body moving, low impact dance class. 
Explore various styles of Belly dance, flamenco, North African, 
Moroccan, and Indian dances. Follow along to simple combos with 
world and contemporary music. Each combo will be broken down 
to its basic moves and then we will dance the heck out of them 
whether they are mastered or not. Learn to transition the moves 
you learned or just groove out to get your blood flowing and your 
spirit soaring.

TRIBAL GROOVES
Abby David

6Day | Fenney Recreation Center

DAN52101 W 10/7 - 11/11 6:15 PM - 7:15 PM

| G$66Fee: R$60

DAN52102 W 1/6 - 2/10 6:15 PM - 7:15 PM

NEW

Chi [Life Energy] will lift your spirit, open your heart, and activate 
major energy centers in your body. Chi bliss warm-ups, dance 
movements, great circle meditation. Results are improved balance, 
strength, agility, more energy, improved mental focus.

5Day | Hibiscus Recreation Center

DAN27109 F 10/2 - 10/30 2:00PM - 3:00PM

| G$44Fee: R$38

CHI DANCING
Helga Malinsky

DAN27110 F 1/8 - 2/5 2:00PM - 3:00PM
DAN27111 F 2/19 - 3/19 2:00PM - 3:00PM

This course is designed to teach the new dancer (or those who do 
not think they can dance) the fundamentals of line dance. This will 
be a fun course!

| Big Cypress Recreation Center

DAN28106 Su 11/8 - 12/13 5:00PM - 6:00PM

| G$41Fee: R$35

LINE DANCING FOR BEGINNERS
Robert Mast

DAN28107 Su 12/27 - 1/31 5:00PM - 6:00PM
DAN28108 Su 2/14 - 3/21 5:00PM - 6:00PM

6Day 
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This slow dance is very easy to learn. We add some lovely moves 
so that both partners look good. Become the envy on the dance 
floor. Lead and follow instructions will be repeated for ease of 
learning. No flip flops. Dance shoes preferred. Partner required at 
sign up.

6Day | Hibiscus Recreation Center

DAN23105 M 1/4 - 2/8 3:30PM - 4:30PM

| G$41Fee: R$35

NIGHT CLUB TWO STEP: BEGINNER 101
Andrea Thorne

This dance is a great addition to your social dancing and one 
of the easiest to learn.  Taught at a slow pace, patterns will be 
repeated for easy learning. Bring your boots/shoes that slide. 
Partner required at sign up.

6Day | Hibiscus Recreation Center

DAN37104 M 11/2 - 12/7 3:30PM - 4:30PM

| G$39Fee: R$33

TEXAS COUNTRY TWO STEP: BEGINNER 101
Andrea Thorne

Different than east coast as this is danced to very slow music. 
I teach slowly and repeat patterns often. Although a little 
complicated to learn at first, it will soon become your favorite 
dance socially. Dance shoes with suede or leather soles. No flip 
flops. Partner required at sign up.

6Day | Hibiscus Recreation Center

DAN24103 M 2/22 - 3/29 3:30PM - 4:30PM

| G$41Fee: R$35

WEST COAST SWING: BEGINNER 101
Andrea Thorne

This class is only open for students that have completed the “Line 
Dancing for Beginners” class. This class will introduce new dances 
which cover more genre of music, East coast swing, west coast 
swing, hustle etc.

6Day | Big Cypress Recreation Center

DAN38104 Su 11/8 - 12/13 6:15PM - 7:15PM

| G$41Fee: R$35

LINE DANCING INTERMEDIATE
Robert Mast

DAN38105
DAN38106

Su
Su

12/27 - 1/31
2/14 - 3/21

6:15PM - 7:15PM
6:15PM - 7:15PM

Zumba Fitness (With a “Twist”) accommodates students who 
desire a moderate to high level workout. Simple, repetitive dance 
movements to familiar tunes is a fun, natural and effective way 
to health and wellness. The varied and inspiring music is key 
to motivating the party atmosphere. The class will additionally 
incorporate Zumba Toning routines which are perfect for those 
who want to party, but also want to put extra emphasis on toning, 
defining and sculpting their body! The challenge of using light 
weight resistance helps to focus on specific muscle groups, 
allowing the students (and their muscles) to stay engaged!

5Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

DAN46103

DAN46105
DAN46104

DAN46106

F

F
F

F

10/2 - 10/30

1/8 - 2/5
11/13 - 12/11

2/19 - 3/26

8:30AM - 9:30AM

8:30AM - 9:30AM
8:30AM - 9:30AM

8:30AM - 9:30AM

| G$46Fee: R$40

ZUMBA FITNESS (WITH A “TWIST”) 
Debbie Souza

Line Dances vary greatly in difficulty based on the speed, 
complexity and number of steps involved. The “Beginner” class is 
designed to give new dancers a firm foundation in line dancing. 
The “Intermediate” class teaches dances that rise to a higher level 
of difficulty. The “Advanced” class simply goes one step higher. As 
with the “Intermediate” class only dancers that have completed 
the “Beginner” class may sign up for the “Advanced” class.

6Day | Big Cypress Recreation Center

DAN50101 Su 11/8 - 12/13 7:30 PM - 8:30 PM

| G$41Fee: R$35

LINE DANCING ADVANCED
Robert Mast

DAN50102
DAN50103

Su
Su

12/27 - 1/31
2/14 - 3/21

7:30 PM - 8:30 PM
7:30 PM - 8:30 PM

NEW

Come learn from a former farmers’ market herb grower about how 
to grow, use, and store delicious and healthy herbs. Afterwards 
you’ll create your own herb container garden for a mostly sunny 
location to take home. Supply fee* $30. 
See www.gardening-inspirations.com/Workshops for sample 
photos. 

1Day | Moyer Recreation Center

GAR03101 Sa 3/20 9:00AM - 12:00PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF HERBS
Rondi Niles

Learn from a former farmers’ market vegetable plant grower on 
how to grow your own delicious vegetables, focusing (but not 
exclusively) on manageable container gardening. Participants will 
seed a choice of vegetables, and properly transplant a tomato to 
take home. A great companion class to the Wonderful World of 
Herbs. See www.gardening-inspirations.com/Workshops for sample 
photos. Supply fee $30, payable to instructor at end of class. 

1Day | Moyer Recreation Center

GAR02101 Sa 2/6 9:00AM - 12:00PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

GROWING FRESH VEGETABLES
Rondi Niles

Come learn about plants for our Floridian environment and how to 
use them in your landscape.  Also covered will be design elements 
and best maintenance practices, including the top 5 landscaping 
mistakes. Get practical insights and insider tips by a horticulturist 
and former garden center seller.

1Day 

1Day 

| Moyer Recreation Center

| Everglades Recreation Center

GAR01101

GAR01102

Sa

Sa

10/24

2/13

9:00 AM - 11:30 AM

9:00 AM - 11:30 AM

| G$69

| G$31

Fee: R$63

Fee: R$25

PRACTICAL LANDSCAPING
Rondi Niles NEW

NEWGARDENING
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Interested in becoming an Instructor  
or Speaker of The Enrichment Academy? 

Visit www.DistrictGov.org  
for more information.

NEVER STOP LEARNING, 
KEEP ON GROWING!

Session I, practice Qi Gong exercises, therapeutic breath-work, 
tapping and balancing vital energy centers, and relax with a 
guided Reiki meditation. Session II: Mandala Art Therapy for 
spiritual and emotional healing is about focusing, calming, and 
centering yourself. Supply fee* of $2 payable to the instructor.
2Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HEA21106 M 10/19 - 10/26 1:00PM - 2:30PM

| G$45Fee: R$39

ART OF SELF-HEALING
Helga Malinsky

HEA21107 M 2/1 - 2/8 2:30PM - 4:00PM

Recent studies support that facial exercises make you look years 
younger. Learn isometric exercises, facial acupressure points, 
several face massage techniques. Yoga for eye, neck, shoulder, 
posture, and nourishing blood flow into the face. Bring a mirror.

1Day | Bradenton Recreation Center

HEA08112 Sa 10/3 1:00PM - 3:00PM

| G$45Fee: R$39

AGE-LESS YOGA FACE
Helga Malinsky

HEA08113 Sa 1/23 1:00PM - 3:00PM
HEA08114 Sa 2/20 1:00PM - 3:00PM

This yoga inspired dance flow is a mind body experience that 
focuses on graceful body movement. Participants will improve 
their flexibility, strength and balance as well as realizing a calming 
sensation of well being.

6Day | Bacall Recreation Center

HEA33107 Th 10/15 - 11/19 5:30PM - 6:30PM

| G$56Fee: R$50

DANCE OF YOGA
Teri Lee

HEA33108 Th 1/7 - 2/11 5:00PM - 6:00PM
HEA33109 Th 2/25 - 4/1 5:00PM - 6:00PM

Crystals are known for their healing properties. Each crystal has 
its own unique healing frequency. This crystal healing frequency 
balances and harmonizes spirit mind body. In this class you will 
learn the healing properties of crystals.

1Day | SeaBreeze Recreation Center

HEA18113 M 1/4 8:30AM - 10:30AM

| G$71Fee: R$65

CRYSTAL HEALING
Dr. Maryanne Horne & Dr. Carole Sfekas

Chair yoga modifies traditional yoga poses so that they can be 
done while seated in a chair. This makes yoga accessible to people 
who cannot stand or lack the mobility to move easily from standing 
to seated to supine positions. No experience required.

6Day | Bacall Recreation Center

HEA23104 M 10/12 - 11/16 11:30AM - 12:30PM

| G$56Fee: R$50

CHAIR YOGA
Teri Lee

HEA23105 M 2/22 - 3/29 11:30AM - 12:30PM

Angels are Divine messengers to our souls. They are our best gift 
givers. They offer us Divine healing and assistance in every aspect 
of our daily lives. Our Angels surround us and comfort us at all 
times.

ANGEL HEALING
Dr. Maryanne Horne & Dr. Carole Sfekas

1Day | SeaBreeze Recreation Center | G$71Fee: R$65

HEA19112 M 12/7 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM

HEALTH & WELLNESS

This brain health program is based on the science of 
neuroplasticity. It’s a lively class consisting of 21 tools that are 
practiced to music in chairs and are designed to prevent or delay 
cognitive decline.

6Day | Bacall Recreation Center

HEA01116 M 1/4 - 2/8 11:30AM - 12:30PM

| G$56Fee: R$50

AGELESS GRACE
Teri Lee

Enjoy African Drumming in a community circle while experiencing 
the powerful healing and calming benefits. Bring your own djembe 
style drum and have fun learning different ways to drum with 
others. No experience needed.

1Day | Pimlico Recreation Center

HEA39102
HEA39103
HEA39104

M
M
M

10/26
12/7
2/1

3:00 PM - 4:30 PM
3:00 PM - 4:30 PM
3:00 PM - 4:30 PM

| G$26Fee: R$20

AFRICAN DRUM CIRCLE
Jacki Rose
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Meeting new people can be intimidating. Gaining a better 
understanding of yourself and others can alleviate your concerns. 
This course will help you recognize your strengths and learn to lead 
with them in a new setting. Become comfortable joining a group 
of strangers. Make a great first impression in 7 seconds. You will 
experience “aha” moments.

3Day | Everglades Recreation Center

HEA43103
HEA43104

M
W

10/12 - 10/26
1/6 - 1/20

10:00 AM - 12:00 PM
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM

| G$86Fee: R$80

NEW HOME, NEW FRIENDS! 
Meredith Brubaker

This six weeks series is a basic class for beginning Pilates 
participants to learn initial Pilates moves and for those with some 
Pilates experience to master their techniques. The Pilates method 
of body conditioning is a system of stretching and strengthening 
exercises that improve posture, provide flexibility and balance, 
unites your body and your mind and strengthens and tones 
muscles. The classical Pilates format will move through a series 
of exercises that work all parts of your body, creating a more 
balanced streamlined shape. 

6Day | Rohan Recreation Center

HEA37103 W 1/6 - 2/10 3:00PM - 4:00PM

| G$56Fee: R$50

PILATES: BASIC
Carolyn Goldstein

Pilates is an exercise-based system that aims to develop the body’s 
center in order to create a stable core for all types of movement. 
Through the process of regular sessions, the body’s structure 
realigns, and a balance is achieved. It is a gentle, but focused, 
exercise program that tones, stretches and mobilizes, and is often 
used to rehabilitate injuries. Mat work sessions utilize a repertoire 
of exercises on a floor mat as well as standing exercises to 
promote proper posture.

6Day | Riverbend Recreation Center

HEA47101 F 10/30 - 12/11 10:30 AM - 11:30 AM

| G$56Fee: R$50

PILATES: MAT AND STANDING (INTERMEDIATE)
Karla Taylor NEW 8:30AM - 10:30AM

| G$71Fee: R$65

Reiki I is the beginning level of Reiki training. It is used to promote 
relaxation, healing and harmony for spirit, mind and body. Reiki I 
includes history and techniques of Reiki.

1Day | SeaBreeze Recreation Center

HEA15117 M 10/5 

REIKI: LEVEL I
Dr. Maryanne Horne & Dr. Carole Sfekas

HEA15118 M 12/14 8:30AM - 10:30AM
HEA15119 M 2/1 8:30AM - 10:30AM
HEA15120 M 3/8 8:30AM - 10:30AM

Race-walking provides all of the cardiovascular benefits of running 
with walking. In this 90-minute class, 6-week course you will 
learn basic race-walking form and instruction from a nationally 
recognized race-walk instructor. Learn how to walk faster, how to 
pick a proper shoe for walking, tips on how to protect your back 
and knees, and so much more. All levels welcome!

RACE-WALKING FOR BEGINNERS 
Bonnie Stein

6Day | Riverbend Recreation Center

HEA46103
HEA46106

Sa
Sa

10/3 - 11/14
1/9 - 2/13

9:30AM - 11:00AM
10:00AM - 11:30AM

| G$114Fee: R$108

6Day | Rohan Recreation Center

HEA46102
HEA46105

Tu
Tu

10/6 - 11/10
1/5 - 2/9

4:00PM - 5:30PM
3:00PM - 4:30PM

| G$114Fee: R$108

6Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HEA46101
HEA46104

F
F

10/2 - 11/13
1/8 - 2/12

9:00AM - 10:30AM
9:00AM - 10:30AM

| G$114Fee: R$108

Have Questions? Check the FAQ’s on PAGE 4

*Course Supply Fee - In addition to class fee. 
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Fast paced, challenging total body workout to strengthen and 
tone the whole body using resistance training, flexibility and 
stretching.

TOTAL BODY FITNESS
Nancy Moore

10Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HEA30102 Tu 1/12 - 3/30 9:30AM - 10:30AM

| G$56Fee: R$50

This class is for those who are new to yoga, and those who want to 
review the basics of yoga breathing, alignment, and focus. We aim 
to develop the inner calm and quiet self-confidence that arise from 
the careful practice of yoga. Please bring a yoga or exercise mat. 
Yoga blocks are available for purchase $5, payable to instructor.

6Day 

6Day 

| Bridgeport Recreation Center

| Rohan Recreation Center

HEA26105

HEA26106

Th

Th

11/5 - 12/17

1/7 - 2/18

11:15AM - 12:15PM

11:15AM - 12:15PM

| G$41

| G$41

Fee: R$35

Fee: R$35

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF YOGA
Susan Reid

Guided Therapeutic Chi (Energy) Exercises will allow those with 
limited endurance to activate major energy centers. Harvard 
Medical School confirms that a seated Tai Chi practice is very 
beneficial; it will increase oxygen flow, reduce blood pressure, and 
improve strength, flexibility and balance. The meditation practice 
at the end of the class will enhance concentration and will add a 
feeling of realignment physically, mentally and spiritually.  
NO CLASS 11/26

4Day | Allamanda Recreation Center

HEA45101
HEA45102

Th
Th

11/5 - 12/3
1/21 - 2/11

1:30 PM - 2:30 PM
1:30 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$41Fee: R$35

TAI CHI IN A CHAIR - STRONG BODY - CLEAR MIND
Helga Malinsky NEW

Reiki Level III is the Master/Teacher Level of Reiki. This is available 
to those who have completed the first two levels of Reiki. This 
continues your commitment to Reiki as an integral part of your 
healing journey toward spiritual enlightenment.

1Day | SeaBreeze/Eisenhower Recreation Center

HEA17112 M 11/16 8:30AM - 10:30AM

| G$71Fee: R$65

REIKI: LEVEL III
Dr. Maryanne Horne & Dr. Carole Sfekas

HEA17113 M 1/18 8:30AM - 10:30AM
HEA17114 M 2/15 8:30AM - 10:30AM
HEA17115 M 3/22 1:00PM - 3:00PM

Reiki II is available to anyone who has completed Level I Reiki. 
A discussion of the symbols and their origins and usage will be 
given. This is the continuation of your use of Reiki in your healing 
spiritual journey.

1Day | SeaBreeze Recreation Center

HEA16117 M 10/12 8:30AM - 10:30AM

| G$71Fee: R$65

REIKI: LEVEL II
Dr. Maryanne Horne & Dr. Carole Sfekas

HEA16118 M 1/11 8:30AM - 10:30AM
HEA16119 M 2/8 8:30AM - 10:30AM
HEA16120 M 3/15 8:30AM - 10:30AM

Tai Chi for Arthritis and Fall Prevention is a beginner tai chi program 
focused on mindful movement. Tai Chi is recommended by the 
Center for Disease Control and Prevention for better balance and 
recommended by the National Arthritis Foundation for improved 
flexibility. The program can be modified for those preferring to sit 
for all or part of the exercise.

7Weeks 

7Weeks 

| Eisenhower Recreation Center

| Rohan Recreation Center

HEA20106

HEA20108

M Th

M Th

10/1 - 11/19

1/11 - 3/8

8:30 AM - 9:20 AM

8:30 AM - 9:20 AM

| G$21

| G$21

Fee: R$15

Fee: R$15

TAI CHI FOR ARTHRITIS AND FALL PREVENTION
The Villages Health

HEA20107

HEA20109

M Th

M Th

10/1 - 11/19

1/11 - 3/8

9:30 AM - 10:20 AM

9:30 AM - 10:20 AM

This workout bundles together four important fitness routines all 
of them are necessary for achieving a strong age-less & revitalized 
body. Yoga for balance, posture & weight loss. Pilates Physical 
Mind Method to strengthen core muscles. Chi (energy) exercises to 
restore vital life energy, meditation & visualizing techniques. 
Bring a Yoga Mat.

5Day | Allamanda Recreation Center

HEA38103 W 11/11 - 12/9 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM

| G$54Fee: R$48

YOGA: YO.PI.CHI.MED - FLEXIBLE FOREVER
Helga Malinsky

HEA38104
HEA38105

W
W

1/6 - 2/3
2/17 - 3/17

11:30 AM - 1:00 PM
11:30 AM - 1:00 PM

Let’s move into our age with mindfulness, breath awareness and 
the ability to know when our bodies need restoration and how 
to embrace stillness. Yoga Moves enhances flexibility allowing 
fascia and tendons to release while we are recharging our internal 
“batteries”. This gentle stretch class is for all levels who want to 
experience rest and relaxation while developing a quite mind to 
uncover the happiness that is simply our own identity.

4Day | Riverbend Recreation Center

HEA44104 F 9/25 - 10/16 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM

| G$41Fee: R$35

YOGA MOVES 
Caryn Martin

HEA44105
HEA44106

F
F

1/22 - 2/12
2/19 - 3/12

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
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This year’s 75th anniversary of the end of World War II presents 
us with a valuable opportunity to look back at the events that 
took place in 1945, a year that proved to be pivotal for the 
transformation of Germany from a brutal belligerent dictatorship 
to a flourishing and pacifist democracy. Join German Historian 
Anette Isaacs for a fascinating discussion of how key events like 
the bombing of Dresden, the Potsdam Conference, and the 
beginning of the Nuremberg trials played a crucial role in this 
remarkable process.

1Day | Rohan Recreation Center

HIS137101 Th 12/10 1:30 PM - 3:00 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

1945 - THE YEAR THAT SHAPED THE NEW GERMANY
Anette Isaacs NEW

Women have played a vital role in America from the very 
beginning, but unfortunately their role is often overlooked by 
historians.  This class seeks to rectify that oversight. We will 
explore women’s role in Colonial America, the Revolutionary War, 
the Abolitionist Cause, the Civil war, and World War I. We will 
see how these experiences prepared women for the 75 year-long 
battle for Suffrage, and we’ll meet both the sung and unsung 
women who made it happen.

5Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS86105 Tu 10/6 - 11/3 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

A BRIEF HISTORY OF HERSTORY:  
 WOMEN IN AMERICA FROM 1620-1920
Carolyn Ingham NEW

Would you like to go on a musical journey that takes you from the 
classical music of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart to the rock and roll 
music of Elvis Presley? On our way we will enjoy learning about 
the life and music of Stephen Collins Foster, Irving Berlin, and Al 
Jolson, with many music and video clips for your enjoyment.

6Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS21105 M F 2/22 - 3/12 3:00 PM - 4:30 PM

| G$41Fee: R$35

A MUSICAL JOURNEY: FROM MOZART TO ELVIS
Dr. Sidney Soclof

HISTORY

This presentation focuses on how dinosaurs lived, their 
environment, and the many diverse kinds that roamed the earth. 
This class details meat eaters such as T-Rex, sauropod plant eaters, 
Ankylosaurs, and Hadrosaurs, plus their extinction.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS109102 F 12/11 3:00PM - 4:15PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

ALL ABOUT DINOSAURS
Drake Shepard

The President is never late! We’ll talk about my experiences on Air 
Force One and some background stories of the aircraft, presidents 
and distinguished visitors. The presentation is filled with images to 
support my flight line experience.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS75102
HIS75103

F
F

10/2
2/5

3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

| G$16Fee: R$10

AIR FORCE ONE - MY FLIGHT LINE EXPERIENCE
Al Coutinho

This course consists of an engaging lecture on soldier and civilian 
life during our Colonial Period and Revolutionary War. The 
instructor is dressed in a British uniform, and the engaging course 
includes the clothing, food, music, and social conditions from the 
time period.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS80170
HIS80171

M
M

12/7
3/22

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM
10:30 AM - 12:00 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

ARMY AND CIVILIAN LIFE DURING  
 THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR
John Ciotti NEW

Benjamin Franklin was the most accomplished man of his time. 
He was a self-taught genius who became the only person to have 
signed the four most important documents in early American 
history. His inventive, creative accomplishments are legendary as 
were his four Honorary Doctorates and Ambassadorship. But, few 
people know of his clandestine efforts that helped Washington win 
the War by cleverly employing strategic covert operations.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS130101 W 11/18 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: THE BRIGHT, DARK SIDE
Donald Wyman NEW

| G$31

A history of treasures lost, the treasures found and hidden treasures 
still waiting to be discovered and the true stories about past 
treasure hunters who received jail time, injuries and even death for 
their efforts.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS91170 Tu 3/2 1:30PM - 3:30PM

Fee: R$25

HIDDEN TREASURES OF THE WORLD
Lisa  Didier

| G$56

This course explores the roots of the Constitution, its creation/
ratification and its application/impact since 1787.

4Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS12106 Th 12/3 - 12/24 9:00AM - 11:00AM

Fee: R$50

OUR US CONSTITUTION
Doug Hughes

*Course Supply Fee - In addition to class fee. 
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You probably know about the Erie Canal and the motion picture 
inventions of Thomas Edison. Find out how they are responsible 
for the rise of Broadway as the center of the musical theater and 
Hollywood as the center of the movie industry? Many music and 
video clips will be presented of the “Golden Age” of the Broadway 
and Hollywood musicals. Learn about how Hollywood came to be, 
and the “Golden Age” of the Hollywood musical.

6Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS111102 M F 1/4 - 1/22 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM

| G$41Fee: R$35

FROM BROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD:  
 THE HISTORY, MUSICALS AND MOVIES
Dr. Sidney Soclof

Let’s take a close look at how & why America got involved in 
the Vietnam War. We’ll explain how WWII and the Cold War 
pulled America towards the jungles of Vietnam. Meet presidents, 
diplomats, soldiers and spies from France, Vietnam, China & 
America, as we discuss this momentious event in American history.

2Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS74105
HIS74106
HIS74107

Th
Tu
Th

10/8 - 10/15
11/10 - 11/17
2/11 - 2/18

1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

11:30 AM - 1:00 PM

| G$36Fee: R$30

James Press

THE FALLING DOMINOES 
 HISTORY OF THE VIETNAM WAR

Come and meet 3 famous Americans who changed the face 
of America, including architecture, everyday inventions, and a 
betterment of society. The 3 sessions will include impressions 
of Frank Lloyd Wright,Thomas Edison and Teddy Roosevelt. 
Each class will be done in period costume with a PowerPoint 
presentation.
3Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS110102 F 10/9 - 10/23 3:00PM - 4:00PM

| G$46Fee: R$40

FAMOUS AMERICANS
Drake Shepard

Women were not thought of as possible spies; they were too shy 
and sweet to do that dirty, distasteful, disreputable work. This 
program shows who did what, and for whom, on both sides of the 
Mason-Dixon line.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS100102 W 12/2 1:00PM - 2:30PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

FEMALE SPIES OF THE CIVIL WAR
Donald Wyman

This course explores the causes of the early 17th Century 
migration to New England and the creation of democratic 
governments, public education systems and religious tolerance by 
the immigrants and their descendants. The 17th and 18th Century 
wars that helped shape the colonial attitudes leading towards 
the American Revolution will be visited, as well as the roots of 
revolution that matured in the 1770s in New England.

8Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS13103 Su 1/10 - 2/21 1:00PM - 3:00PM

| G$56Fee: R$50

COLONIAL NEW ENGLAND HISTORY (1620-1776)
Douglas Hughes

This PowerPoint presentation goes into great detail on the 
steps that a CIA case officer employs in acquiring someone in a 
foreign country with access to valuable information unavailable 
in any other way to spy for the United States, and the meticulous 
planning and clever techniques used to communicate that 
intelligence safely and securely without compromising it, or 
jeopardizing both parties over long periods of time.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS67102 W 12/30 1:00PM - 2:30PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

ESPIONAGE TRADECRAFT: HOW IT WORKS
Donald Wyman

The history of Canada’s Victoria Island and the city of Vancouver 
unfolds like a great drama set against a backdrop of majestic 
mountains, busy harbors and glorious gardens. Also included in 
this presentation are anecdotes and legends about the island’s first 
settlers.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS91120 Tu 12/1 1:30 PM - 3:30 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

CANADA’S VICTORIA ISLAND AND VANCOUVER
Lisa Didier NEW

From his very first dance show in 1906 with sister Adele to their 
long string of 2000 performances in America and England ending 
in 1932, Fred had no other partner. But when he did, he partnered 
with some of the most beautiful and talented women on stage, in 
movies, and on television. His most perfect routine is included in 
the program. Fred could do it all, tap, Jazz, soft shoe and Ballroom 
with one song hit after another. Not bad for a guy judged on his 
screen test: “Can’t act, can’t sing, slightly balding, can dance a 
little.”

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS129101 W 10/21 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

FRED ASTAIRE: A DANCER’S TRIBUTE
Donald Wyman NEW

Class will feature Otzi the Iceman who was a 5,300 year old man 
found frozen in ice. Class will details his life, diet, tools, lifestyle 
and demise.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS110160 M 1/4 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM

| G$16Fee: R$10

FROZEN IN TIME
Drake Shepard NEW
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Famous crimes and evidence that led to the evolution of criminal 
forensic sciences such as the 1st mug shots, finger prints, 
toxicology, trace evidence and 1st conviction using DNA.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS35104 Tu 10/20 1:30PM - 3:30PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

HISTORY OF FORENSIC SCIENCE -PART 1
Lisa Didier

More famous and bizarre murders and how they were solved ‘back 
in the day’.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS88102 Tu 10/27 1:30PM - 3:30PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

HISTORY OF FORENSIC SCIENCE -PART 2
Lisa Didier

Visit the ‘Golden Age of Hollywood’ and discover the back-story 
about the movie studios, the stars they created and the murders, 
mysteries and mayhem of the lives they lived.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS121102 Tu 1/12 1:30 PM - 3:30 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

HOLLYWOOD SCANDALS (PART 1) 
Lisa Didier

More Hollywood secrets, scandals, suicides and murders including 
what happened to Errol Flynn and who was Clark Gable?

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS123102 Tu 1/19 1:30 PM - 3:30 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

HOLLYWOOD SCANDALS (PART 2) 
Lisa Didier

This class will examine the unique traits that we have in common 
with apes, gorillas and chimps. Are we like them, or are they like 
us?

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS109130 M 3/1 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

GOING APE
Drake Shepard NEW

Discover how France once claimed more than half of the North 
American continent and how they lost all but one city.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS91140 Th 11/5 1:30 PM - 3:30 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

HISTORY OF NEW FRANCE: PART 1
Lisa Didier NEW

New Orleans is the only U.S. city that retains its French history and 
flavor in the music, the food and a reputation for “wild” living. 
Also included is the history of Mardi Gras.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS91150 Th 11/12 1:30 PM - 3:30 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

HISTORY OF NEW FRANCE: PART 2
Lisa Didier NEW

Why did Spanish ships refuse to land on this tropical paradise 
for almost 200 years? How did a resident of Key West become 
Florida’s first millionaire? Even if you have visited Key West, 
this presentation offers many surprises and amusing historical 
anecdotes.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS91160 Tu 1/5 1:30 PM - 3:30 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

KEY WEST: THEN AND NOW
Lisa Didier NEW

This class will highlight the history, value and use of these two 
highly coveted resources.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS110130 M 12/14 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

GOLD AND DIAMONDS
Drake Shepard NEW

This program explains what it is and traces the first gold artifacts 
found; where is it mined; who has the most of it, and the different 
colors and many uses of this precious and versatile metal. How 
is the gold collected; the chemistry of gold and its related karat 
value; the different gold rushes in America; its relationship to the 
economy; how it changed hands in the 17th and 18th centuries; 
the many uses to which it is put today, and some samples of how it 
is used extravagantly.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS128101 W 3/24 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

GOLD: A GLOBAL TREASURE
Donald Wyman NEW

This fall the Germans will be able to celebrate the 30th anniversary 
of the German Unification! These last three decades were a 
difficult but also miraculous time in the country’s modern history. 
Join German Historian Anette Isaacs, M.A. for a riveting discussion 
of how Europe’s most populous nation dealt with the challenges of 
bringing two countries together that had been painfully separated 
for 45 years. Discuss the problems that arose and the solutions 
that were found in order to create this New Germany.

1Day | Rohan Recreation Center

HIS137140 F 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM

| G$31Fee: R$25

GERMANY - 30 YEARS AFTER THE UNIFICATION
Anette Isaacs NEW

12/11

*Course Supply Fee - In addition to class fee. 
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Movies and works of fiction have given a glorious sheen to the life 
of pirates. Learn the real truth about a pirate’s life; the rules, the 
rewards, the punishments and even the food and beverages on 
offer.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS122102 Th 11/19 1:30 PM - 3:30 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

PIRATES, CORSAIRS, PRIVATEERS
Lisa Didier

This portrayal of the amazing life of Katherine Luther depicts the 
reality of German life in a historical, amusing way in the early 
1500’s. Through Katherine, participants will gain insight on her 
young life, marriage to Martin Luther and impact she made in the 
Government and Church.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS105102 M 2/15 10:00AM - 11:00AM

| G$16Fee: R$10

KATHERINE LUTHER 
 THE FIRST LADY OF THE REFORMATION
Ruth Leininger

History of the legendary warrior-monks including their founding, 
where they fought and why, their military ranks, dress, secret 
rights, their castles and the Templars of today.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS90103 Th 10/1 1:00PM - 3:00PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR & THE AGE OF DISCOVERY
Lisa Didier

Everybody loves them, everybody wears them: Jeans are no 
doubt an iconic garment and they tell the legendary story of 
the American West. But did you know that they were made 
world famous by an adventurous Bavarian Jew who combined 
his marvelous business sense with German ingenuity? Join 
German Historian Anette Isaacs, M.A., for a fascinating look at 
this magnificent period in American history and learn about Levi 
Strauss and his amazing life!

1Day | Rohan Recreation Center

HIS137180 F 12/11 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

LEVI STRAUSS, THE GOLD RUSH, AND THE WORLD’S 
 MOST FAMOUS PAIR OF PANTS!
Anette Isaacs NEW

Music lovers all over the world are entering the “Beethoven year” 
in 2020 which marks the legendary composer’s 250th birthday. To 
this day, German born Ludwig van Beethoven is the most listened 
to creator of classical music. Join German Historian Anette Isaacs 
for an intimate look at the life and times of this tragic genius who 
was as famous for his fiery personality as for his divine ability to 
turn his personal struggles into supreme and powerful melodies.

1Day | Rohan Recreation Center

HIS137160 F 12/11 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

ODE TO BEETHOVEN - THE MAN BEHIND THE MUSIC!
Anette Isaacs NEW

This PowerPoint program shows both the photography and the 
photographers who developed war photo-journalism that is so 
prevalent today. The people, the equipment, the processes are 
all shown in vivid color to simulate the feeling of being there, 150 
years ago, during that tumultuous period in American history.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS132101 W 1/13 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

PHOTOGRAPHY IN & OF THE CIVIL WAR
Donald Wyman NEW

This PowerPoint program shows the real story of how the 
Russian long-range offensive missiles were discovered in Cuba, 
the disbelief and refuting of that revelation by the American 
authorities, and finally, the response to that reporting once it was 
verified. Details are also revealed of how the valued network was 
initially deployed, by whom, and what became of it post Cuban 
Missile Crisis.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS133101 W 1/27 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

OPERATION COBRA: A WORLD SAVING DISCOVERY
Donald Wyman NEW

It was perhaps one of the greatest adventures in American 
military history: the Berlin airlift of 1948/49! When Soviet troops 
closed all access routes to West- Berlin by land, sea, and rail, 
thus threatening the lives of 2.5 million people and provoking the 
first major international crisis of the Cold War. American General 
Lucius D. Clay did not hesitate, and proceeded to build a bold and 
fantastic bridge across the sky, involving 700 planes and 250,000 
flights over a period of 14 months! Join German Historian Anette 
Isaacs for a fascinating discussion of this exciting time in her 
country’s postwar history.

1Day | Rohan Recreation Center

HIS137120 Th 12/10 3:30 PM - 5:00 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

OPERATION FREEDOM - THE BERLIN AIRLIFT
Anette Isaacs NEW
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Creating a new nation was a challenge. Putting the nation 
back together after a civil war was a most formidable task. It 
has successes and failures both of which affect us today as a 
controversial part of American history.

2Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS95105 W 11/4 - 11/11 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$20Fee: R$14

RECONSTRUCTION 
 THE SECOND AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Emmett Coyne

HIS95106 W 2/17 - 2/24 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

Slavery is foundational to the U.S.A. Without slavery, there would 
be no union. “A nation cannot choose its past; it can only choose 
its future.” By working through our past, we are better able to 
“Ensure domestic tranquility.”

2Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS127102 Th 10/15 - 10/22 1:00 PM -2:30 PM

| G$20Fee: R$14

SLAVERY: HOW IT AFFECTS AMERICA TODAY
Emmett Coyne

HIS127103 W 1/20 - 1/27 1:00 PM -2:30 PM

We’ll examine the Vietnam War from 1964 to 1975, and focus on 
key participants and groups that shaped events. How was the war 
fought in Vietnam and at home? Why did it finally end? What is the 
legacy of the Vietnam War?

2Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS113102
HIS113103
HIS113104

Tu
TH
Tu

10/6 - 10/13
1/21 - 1/28
3/16 - 3/23

1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
11:30 AM - 1:00 PM

1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$36Fee: R$30

THE AMERICAN WAR IN VIETNAM, 1964-1975
James Press

From the starting myths to the Republic era, Punic wars, civil wars, 
the Empire and ending with its fall.

3Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS32150 Tu Th 1/12 - 1/19 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM

| G$36Fee: R$30

ROME THE POWER AND GLORY
Michael Hendershot NEW

Let’s look at some of the elite units in WW II, the British 
commandos, the Special Air Service, the Chindits and the S.O.E. 
We’ll also look at Merrill’s Marauders, the 1st Air Commandos and 
the OSS.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS112101 Tu 2/16 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

SPECIAL FORCES IN WORLD WAR II
James Press NEW

The first large scale use of Railroads in warfare took place during 
our Civil War, where trains delivered troops into battle, served 
as ambulances, and evacuated civilians. Railroad items from the 
period are shown, and the discussion includes the building of the 
railroads, including the ones in Florida, their military use, and the 
dangers and discomfort of working and traveling on them.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS80150
HIS80151

Tu
W

11/10
2/15

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM
1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

RAILROADS OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
John Ciotti NEW

Recall the memory of the films and Television shows, from the 
silent ear on, made by Hollywood studios. Many of these movies 
and shows have been forgotten and some have become classics. 
Clips are shown from films and television series while the instructor 
discusses the making of these productions and how they reflected 
the times in which they were produced.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS80130
HIS80131

W
W

10/2
2/5

1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

REVOLUTIONARY WAR AND CIVIL WAR CINEMA
John Ciotti NEW

Richmond was a peaceful, prosperous, sophisticated and 
charming, southern city. There was a fashionable society of 
wealthy plantation owners who enjoyed the Good Life. Then, it 
became the Capital of the Confederacy. It brought soldiers and all 
the camp followers; gamblers, thieves, prostitutes - disreputable 
people. Compound that situation with a shrinking economy, 
inflation, shortage of food and other necessities, and you have a 
recipe for looting, crime, poverty and degradation.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS131101 W 12/16 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

RICHMOND LIFE 1861-1865: WHAT WAS IT LIKE?
Donald Wyman NEW

This PowerPoint presentation reveals the depth and types of 
skills needed by CIA personnel to use clandestine operations to 
collect intelligence in difficult - to near-impossible - situations 
in foreign countries, all this while under surveillance by anti-
espionage professionals. It also reveals some of those secret (now 
unclassified) successes that were accomplished against all odds.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS68102 W 2/24 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

TO CATCH A SPY 101: TOOLS OF THE TRADE
Donald Wyman

Discover daring women who shaped the world with wit, wisdom 
and ideas. This class is an exploration of some extraordinary 
examples. Participants will learn who excelled in widely differing 
fields of journalism, commerce, art, entertainment, law and 
science. Examples include: Maya Angelou, Sandra Day O’Connor 
and Mary Kay Ash. Join us to hear, see and learn truly fascinating 
stories.

5Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS02103 Th 10/22 - 11/19 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM

| G$51Fee: R$45

WOMEN WHO DARED
Lisa French
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Let’s explore how WW II changed Asia and laid the groundwork 
for a series of Cold War police actions and the end of empires. As 
one historian said: “The Most Perilous Legacy of WW II in Asia was 
a Pattern of International Confrontations.” We’ll also discuss US 
actions and changes to China, Vietnam, India, Korea and Japan.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS74160 Th 11/12 9:30 AM - 11:00 AM

| G$21Fee: R$15

THE AFTERMATH OF WWII IN ASIA
James Press NEW

Let’s explore how WW II changed Europe and the world. The vast 
devastation caused by the war created new friends, new enemies, 
a Cold War, and rebuilding that changed Europe. We’ll also look 
at how the war laid the seeds for the birth of Israel, the European 
Union and the fall of the Soviet Union.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS74150 Th 1/14 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

THE AFTERMATH OF WWII IN EUROPE
James Press NEW

Let’s explore how WW II changed the Middle East and the world. 
The war brought the US into the region, created Israel, tore 
empires apart, fueled the rise of Arab nationalism and introduced 
oil as an international force. Much of the turmoil in the region 
today emerged out of the two World Wars.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS74170 Th 12/3 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM

| G$21Fee: R$15

THE AFTERMATH OF WWII IN THE MIDDLE EAST
James Press NEW

Starts with the Mycenaean period and goes to Sparta Athens and 
finally Alexander the great. Some of their many contributions to 
civilizations are looked at.

2Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS83150 Tu Th 2/16 - 2/18 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM

| G$26Fee: R$20

THE GLORY OF GREECE
Michael Hendershot NEW

This unique PowerPoint program of The Dahlgren Saga traces 
the life of Ulric Dahlgren, a US Army Colonel who led a group of 
Raiders on Richmond during the Civil War. What happened to him 
during and after that Raid, is still the subject of strong controversy 
between historians to this day. You will get to choose the truth that 
you feel best fits the controversy’s solution.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS134101 W 2/10 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

THE DAHLGREN DOCUMENT: A FASCINATING  
 CIVIL WAR CONTROVERSY
Donald Wyman NEW

The CIA Museum, inside the CIA Headquarters building in 
Langley, is not open to the public. The instructor recently was 
given both a special 2-hour private tour by the museum director 
and also, exclusive permission and support in creating this special 
PowerPoint “Private Tour” of the museum.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS96105 W 11/4 1:00PM - 2:30PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

THE CIA MUSEUM: A PRIVATE TOUR
Donald Wyman

Besides being nearly broke, General and Past-President Grant 
was dying with throat cancer. His family will be poverty-stricken 
upon his demise, and the money his war-time memoirs would 
bring would be their salvation. The hot, oppressive New York City 
summer weather was accelerating the disease and he needed time 
and a healthier climate. It took two friends to come to his aid; one 
who would provide the family-saving financial stipend if the work 
were to be finished, and the other to provide a location where he 
could win that race with the disease.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS135101 W 3/10 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

THE GRANT COTTAGE: THE GENERAL’S LAST HURRAH
Donald Wyman NEW

This PowerPoint program reveals the most prominent Native 
American Chiefs who led their tribes during the best - and the 
worst - times for them and all their followers. It reveals some 
customs, obstacles, deceptions, mistreatment and massacres 
suffered as Manifest Destiny became the law of the land, and the 
Indians stood in the way, and were therefore to be eliminated and 
the land taken away from them.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS99102 W 10/7 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

THE GREAT NATIVE AMERICAN CHIEFS
Donald Wyman NEW

Let’s discuss how WW I (The Great War) set the stage for evil to 
rise out of the ashes of devastated Germany and Russia. We’ll 
meet Adolf Hitler, Mussolini, Lenin, Stalin and the millions of 
Europeans who supported fascism and communism. We’ll also 
discuss Winston Churchill and others who tried to warn the world.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS74180 Tu 2/9 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

THE GREAT WAR SOWED THE SEEDS FOR WWII
James Press NEW
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NEVER STOP LEARNING, 
KEEP ON GROWING!

The history of chocolate is dramatic and full of delicious details. 
This class combines hearing the stories and tasting the products. 
Learn about the evolution of preparation, legendary chocolate 
feuds, and discover your personal preference by sampling. Yum! 
There is a $15.00 material fee due the first day of class. Everyone 
gets their own supply.

2Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS02120 Th 10/8 - 10/15 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

THE HISTORY OF CHOCOLATE:  
 AN AMAZING TASTY TALE
Lisa French NEW

For many thousands of years, things did not change much at all. 
Then, around two hundred years ago things started to change at 
an increasingly rapid rate, and today we have the amazing modern 
world with changes happening almost every day. Everything you 
have, see, or do every moment of your waking day is a result of 
this. Learn how, why, when, and where this all came about, and 
the challenges it poses for us today, including concerns about 
pollution and global warming.

6Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS21140 M F 11/30 - 12/18 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM

| G$41Fee: R$35

THE MAKING OF THE MODERN WORLD
Dr. Sidney Soclof NEW

This course tells the unforgettable saga of the feisty, fascinating, 
awe-inspiring, mischief-making Roosevelt women. They were the 
mothers, wives, sisters, and daughters of two of the 20th century’s 
most dynamic presidents. Part I will focus on the female relatives 
of President Teddy Roosevelt, including his eccentric southern 
belle mother, his amazing sisters, his two wives, and his daughter, 
the inimitable Alice Roosevelt Longworth.

5Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS28120 Tu 2/2 - 3/2 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

THE REMARKABLE ROOSEVELT WOMEN: PART 1
Carolyn Ingham NEW

This is the story of the tangled relationships between our 32nd 
president FDR and the many women who loved him, including 
his formidable mother, his world renowned wife, and his elusive 
mistress Lucy. Eleanor’s intimate female friends and mentors are 
also featured in this revealing history.

5Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS28102 Tu 3/9 - 4/6 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

THE REMARKABLE ROOSEVELT WOMEN: PART 2
Carolyn Ingham NEW

Henry Flagler and his Florida East Coast Railroad opened the 
development of the east coast of Florida. Henry B. Plant and 
his railroad and steamship system was a similar impetus for the 
opening of Florida’s west coast. Learn about these two remarkable 
men and their accomplishments, including the Florida Keys 
Overseas Railroad and later Highway. Then learn about the exciting 
history of Florida from the earliest days to the present.

6Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS17106 M F 3/15 - 4/2 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$41Fee: R$35

THE TWO HENRYS AND THE HISTORY OF FLORIDA
Dr. Sidney Soclof

Francis Marion was called “The Swamp Fox” because of his 
evasive guerrilla tactics in South Carolina during the American 
Revolution. The course describes his life and extraordinary exploits 
during the war and how he is portrayed in a Disney series and the 
movie “The Patriot”.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS80103 W 10/14 1:00PM - 2:30PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

THE “SWAMP FOX” OF THE REVOLUTION
John Ciotti

HIS80104 W 1/27 1:00PM - 2:30PM

Alice and Kitty were both radical and revolutionary, the very 
antithesis of what a woman was supposed to be in the early 
1900s. They were both “suffragettes” in England before becoming 
“suffragists” in America.  They were both called terrorists, and 
they both spend time in various prisons. Alice was educated; Kitty 
was a dance hall girl, yet without them both, American and British 
women would have waited even longer for the right to vote.

3Day | Pimlico Recreation Center

HIS86110 M 1/4 - 1/18 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM

| G$44Fee: R$38

UNKNOWN, UNSUNG SHEROS OF SUFFRAGE:  
 ALICE PAUL & KITTY MARION
Carolyn Ingham NEW

During WWII many US Citizens of Japanese descent were 
relocated to one of eleven Internment Camps. Let’s explore: What 
prompted the relocation of thousands, who was chosen, what was 
life like in these camps, and what happened when these camps 
were closed? Personal photos, historic video and a visit from a son 
of two internees will provide an insight into life in these camps. 
This is not a political discussion. This is information about 3 years 
during WWII.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS136101 W 10/14 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

WWII INTERNMENT CAMPS
Carla Traudt NEW

*Course Supply Fee - In addition to class fee. 
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A detailed look at the military operations on the eastern front. 
Barbarossa, Stalingrad, Kursk and other major battles will be 
discussed.

2Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS83102 Tu 3/23 - 3/30 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM

| G$26Fee: R$20

WORLD WAR II IN RUSSIA
Michael Hendershot

The military campaigns in Europe are examined, including the fall 
of France, North Africa, Sicily and the Italian campaigns. Finally, 
D-day Market Garden and Battle of the Bulge are looked at.

3Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS32104 Tu 3/2 - 3/16 6:00PM - 7:30PM

| G$36Fee: R$30

WORLD WAR II IN EUROPE
Michael Hendershot

There’s something about the women of the West and wide open 
spaces. So many are inventive, intrepid or inspiring. Exploring their 
lives is interesting and informative. The focus is 20th century Texas 
authors, attorneys, actors, aerospace engineers and an outlaw 
or two. Ann Richards, Sarah Weddington, Janis Joplin, Barbara 
Jordan and more.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HIS02130 Th 3/4 - 3/25 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM

| G$51Fee: R$45

WILY WESTERN WOMEN
Lisa French NEW

HOBBY

This course prepares its participants in building a clown character 
including type of makeup and creating their costume. Clown skills 
will cover ballooning, simple magic, performance & presentation, 
face painting, walk-arounds, puppetry & one liners. Upon class 
completion all will be eligible to join a Clown Alley. There is a $25 
supply fee* payable to instructor the first day of class. 

8Day | Pimlico Recreation Center

HOB12103 M 2/1 - 3/22 6:00PM - 8:00PM

| G$56Fee: R$50

CLOWNING AROUND BASIC
Sharon Dwyer and Rebecca Montgomery

The history of Colonial New England as examined through the 
word “Yankee” and how New England’s first settlers used natural 
resources, hard work and imagination in building the economy of a 
new nation.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

HIS91130 Tu 2/2 1:30 PM - 3:30 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

YANKEE HISTORY OF NEW ENGLAND
Lisa Didier NEW

Bring your individual unique Design Challenge! We will explore 
solutions, materials, costs, budget, return on investment, and 
sources to make your home your own personal masterpiece! 
Perfect for those considering remodeling projects, or making 
improvements in anticipation of a sale. NO CLASS 3/5

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HOB21115
HOB21116

F
F

11/13 - 12/4
2/12 - 3/12

10:00 AM - 11:30 AM
10:00 AM - 11:30 AM

| G$76Fee: R$70

DESIGN CHALLENGE
Christine Cooper NEW

This fun and creative class will give you all the tools and confidence 
you will need to host very special holiday events that will be 
remembered and cherished by friends and family. Each participant 
will plan their own party and complete the class with a binder full of 
information, recipes, and ideas. Open to all skill levels. Additional 
$10 supply fee payable to instructor day of class.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HOB20103
HOB20104

M
M

10/12 - 11/2
2/22 - 3/15

11:00 AM - 12:30 PM
11:00 AM - 12:30 PM

| G$76Fee: R$70

ENTERTAINING WITH GRACE AND STYLE
Christine Cooper

Designed for the new and prospective drone flyer this course 
covers general drone information, rules, and regulations for flying, 
guidance for buying your first drone, basic flying skills, and best 
practices. For information about the course and recommended 
supplies contact: Don Wiley, at Don@disneygoldwing.com

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HOB13110 W F 9/30 - 10/9 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM

| G$56Fee: R$50

DRONE BASICS
Donald Wiley

HOB13111

HOB13113

W F

W F

11/11 - 11/20

2/10 - 2/19

1:00 PM - 3:00 PM

1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
HOB13112

HOB13114

W F

W F

1/6 - 1/15

3/17 - 3/26

1:00 PM - 3:00 PM

1:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Geared for the owners of DJI consumer grade drones, this class 
focuses on the configuring, operating, and flying of these powerful 
aircraft using the DJI Go software and other available software 
packages. For information about the course and recommended 
supplies contact: Don Wiley, at Don@disneygoldwing.com

5Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HOB14106 W F 10/21 - 11/6 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM

| G$131Fee: R$125

DRONE: FLYING YOUR DJI WITH GO4
Donald Wiley

HOB14107 W F 12/2 - 12/18 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
HOB14108
HOB14109

W F
W F

1/20 - 2/6
2/24 - 3/10

1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
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This interactive lecture class is for those wanting additional 
assistance in setting up their tiles, passing tiles, deciding on a hand, 
changing hands, and winning strategies. Special emphasis is on 
card analysis.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center | G$46Fee: R$40

MAH JONGG: WINNING STRATEGIES
Martha Whaley

HOB07125 Th 1/7 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM
HOB07126 Th 2/18 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Marvelous Mah Jongg is a twist to regular Mah Jongg. It is the 
same rules and same tiles but many more possible combinations 
with the new card. Marvelous Mah Jongg card required and can be 
purchased from instructor day of class for $10.00.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center | G$31Fee: R$25

MAH JONGG: MARVELOUS MAH JONGG
Martha Whaley

HOB26104 Th 3/18 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Looking for beginners and those who need a refresher. I will have 
you playing in 5 weeks and having some fun. Just need a card with 
the hands to play. Hope to meet you this season.

5Day | Bridgeport Recreation Center

HOB01125
HOB01126
HOB01127
HOB01128

Tu
Tu
Tu
Tu

10/6 - 11/3
11/17 - 12/15
1/5 - 2/2
2/16 - 3/16

4:30PM - 6:30PM
4:30PM - 6:30PM
4:30PM - 6:30PM
4:30PM - 6:30PM

| G$86Fee: R$80

MAH JONGG: BEGINNER
Elaine Carpenter

Delve into the double digit system of numerology for greater 
accuracy and understanding and I guarantee you will never look 
back! In this class we view numerology as the software in our 
operating system. Learn how to create numerical code and insert 
it into your system to heal your environment and achieve your 
desires.
4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HOB22102 F 2/12 - 3/5 1:30PM - 3:00PM

| G$46Fee: R$40

NUMEROLOGY: ADVANCED
Frances Szarnicki

Students will learn to “read” numbers in a fashion similar to 
reading the alphabet. Beginners and experienced numerologists 
will appreciate this fresh approach in learning basic techniques, 
healing codes, double digit meanings and so much more.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HOB17103 F 10/9 - 10/30 1:30PM - 3:00PM

| G$46Fee: R$40

NUMEROLOGY, THE LANGUAGE OF NUMBERS
Frances Szarnicki

HOB17104 F 1/8 - 1/29 1:30PM - 3:00PM

Have Questions? Check the FAQ’s on PAGE 4

*Course Supply Fee - In addition to class fee. 

NEVER STOP LEARNING, 
KEEP ON GROWING!
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The Enrichment Academy is committed to  
helping participants acquire knowledge for 

growth in mind, body, or spirit. 

Participants will learn to play Samba, one of the most popular 
card games in The Villages. The course will include: Samba terms; 
starting the game; playing the game; going out and scoring. The 
course will include an actual playing session. Join in the fun and 
learn Samba...The Villages way. We saved a seat for you and your 
friends!

1Day | Moyer Recreation Center | G$41Fee: R$35

SAMBA I  
 LEARN TO SAMBA AND I DON’T MEAN DANCE
Carolyn Fornataro & Martha Whaley

HOB23109 Tu 2/9 9:00 AM - 11:30 AM
HOB23108

HOB23110

Tu

Tu

1/12

3/9

9:00 AM - 11:30 AM

9:00 AM - 11:30 AM

This class is designed for those that have completed Samba I or 
have basic knowledge of Samba. This advanced class teaches 
you Super Samba and Super Duper Samba. You will also learn the 
terms: Declare, Roll-up, Complete and Close. This course will have 
two playing sessions so that when you complete this class, you will 
be ready to play with your friends and neighbors.

1Day | Moyer Recreation Center | G$46Fee: R$40

SAMBA II - SUPER SAMBA & SUPER-DUPER SAMBA
Carolyn Fornataro & Martha Whaley

HOB24109 Th 2/11 9:00 AM - 11:30 AM
HOB24108

HOB24110

Th

Th

1/14

3/11

9:00 AM - 11:30 AM

9:00 AM - 11:30 AM

This class will address individual design solutions and is open 
to all skill levels. Goals will include creating a cohesive design 
communicating who we are through the decorating process, 
identifying functions and style, and how to use color, balance and 
symmetry. Furniture placement, lighting, art and accessories will be 
covered. We will examine design choices and identify those items 
that will enhance home equity. Additional $10 supply fee payable 
to instructor day of class.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

HOB21103
HOB21104

F
F

10/2 - 10/30
1/8 - 1/29

10:00 AM - 11:30 AM
10:00 AM - 11:30 AM

| G$76Fee: R$70

STAGING YOUR HOME TO PERFECTION
Christine Cooper

Samba Tips, Winning Strategies, Tournament Play and More! 
Loaded with insights for Samba players of all levels. Insights on: 
how to communicate with your partner without talking across the 
table; pickling up the pile; when to dirty a book and discarding. 
There will be a review of the tournament play rules and much more.

1Day | Moyer Recreation Center | G$56Fee: R$50

SAMBA III- SAMBA TIPS, STRATEGIES & MORE!
Carolyn Fornataro & Martha Whaley

HOB25109 Tu 2/16 9:00 AM - 11:30 AM
HOB25108

HOB25110

Tu

Tu

1/19

3/16

9:00 AM - 11:30 AM

9:00 AM - 11:30 AM
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LANGUAGE

This course uses Total Physical Response [TPR] to get students 
involved. Students participate in French conversations centered 
around simple daily experiences.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

LAN04111 Th 1/7 - 1/28 4:00PM - 5:30PM

| G$81Fee: R$75

FRENCH I
Francoise Faber-Goldsworthy

This class is aimed at those planning a trip to France, or those 
just interested in the French culture. Learn the exciting aspects of 
French life including language, art, culinary treats, music, fashion, 
literature and a touch of history.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

LAN03106 Th 10/8 - 10/29 4:00PM - 5:30PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

CULTURE OF FRANCE FOR TRAVELERS
Francoise Faber-Goldsworthy

LAN03107 Th 2/11 - 3/4 4:00PM - 5:30PM
Learn basic conversational phrases that will be easy to remember 
and fun. Join with a friend, bring a journal, a pen and be ready to 
speak phrases in 6 weeks. $5 supply fee payable to the instructor.

6Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

LAN23104 M 10/5 - 11/9 2:00PM - 3:30PM

| G$81Fee: R$75

ITALIAN: BEGINNERS CONVERSATIONAL
Gianna Ragona-Suarez

LAN23105 M 1/11 - 2/15 2:00PM - 3:30PM

A continuation of French 1. Students will develop skills using 
verbs/tenses as applied to popular culture. No book is required, all 
materials are furnished.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

LAN12109 Th 2/11 - 3/4 6:00PM - 7:30PM

| G$81Fee: R$75

FRENCH II
Francoise Faber-Goldsworthy

Basic German offers interested students a way to refresh their 
German language skills. The class is designed for students who 
have had exposure to German in the past.

6Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center | G$56Fee: R$50

GERMAN: BASIC
Helga Sharp

LAN05106 M 1/4 - 2/8 10:00AM - 11:30AM
LAN05107 M 3/1 - 4/5 10:00AM - 11:30AM

This class is offered to those who have completed my French I & 
II. The objective will be to continue building vocabulary, grammar, 
concepts and sentence structure with emphasis on speaking 
French. No book is required, all materials are furnished.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

LAN17107
LAN17108

Th
Th

10/8 - 10/29
3/18 - 4/8

6:00PM - 7:30PM
4:00PM - 5:30PM

| G$81Fee: R$75

FRENCH III
Francoise Faber-Goldsworthy

We have especially created a curriculum to combine French 4 
and French 5 with a longer session. Book required: French Short 
Stories for Beginners, by Lingo Mastery: ISBN: 978-1721566983 
NO CLASS 11/26

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

LAN25101 Th 11/12 - 12/10 4:00 PM - 6:30 PM

| G$106Fee: R$100

FRENCH IV/V
Francoise Faber-Goldsworthy NEW

This is the continuation of “Conversational Beginners’ Spanish”. 
You must have completed “Conversational Spanish’ or have 
Spanish speaking experience. Course A and B are structured in 
such a way you can take either one first.

8Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

LAN14105 Th 10/1 - 11/19 2:00PM - 3:30PM

| G$81Fee: R$75

SPANISH: CONTINUATION OF SPANISH-A
Mario Acevedo

Recommended to have taken BEGINNERS ITALIAN 
CONVERSATIONAL before taking this class. We focus on sentence 
construction, vocabulary and verb conjugation deepening the 
ability to speak and understand. Includes, travel phrases, cultural 
insights and fun usage of native phrases. Gianna has taught Italian 
for over 10 years, lived and worked in Rome during La Dolce Vita. 
$5 supply fee payable to the instructor.

6Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

LAN23140
LAN23141

M
M

11/23 - 12/28
3/1 - 4/5

2:00 PM - 3:30 PM
2:00 PM - 3:30 PM

| G$81Fee: R$75

ITALIAN: CONVERSATIONAL II
Gianna Ragona-Suarez NEW

This is the continuation of “Conversational Beginners’ Spanish”. 
You must have completed “Conversational Spanish’ or have 
Spanish speaking experience. Heavy emphasis will be placed 
on speaking, listening, interpretation and writing. In addition, 
there will be heavy concentration on sentence structure and verb 
agreement. Course A and B are structured in such a way you can 
take either one first.

8Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

LAN15105 Th 1/21 - 3/11 2:00PM - 3:30PM

| G$81Fee: R$75

SPANISH: CONTINUATION OF SPANISH-B
Mario Acevedo
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This course is intended for students who have previous 
(limited) Spanish experience from high school, college, or have 
taken Mario’s “Let Me Teach You” course. For those who lack 
confidence, it is recommended to start with “Let Me Teach You.”

8Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

LAN08109 Tu 10/13 - 12/1 2:00PM - 3:30PM

| G$81Fee: R$75

SPANISH: CONVERSATIONAL BEGINNER’S SPANISH
Mario Acevedo

LAN08110 Tu 2/9 - 3/30 2:00PM - 3:30PM

Want to learn basic conversational skills in Spanish? Discover 
how to master general conversations, show preferences, and chat 
about everyday life. Great class for beginners!

8Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

LAN09104
LAN09105

Tu Th
Tu Th

10/1 - 10/27
1/12 - 2/4

5:00PM - 6:30PM
4:00PM - 5:30PM

| G$81Fee: R$75

SPANISH - LET’S TALK: BEGINNER’S SPANISH
Patricia Cummings

This course is for those who have no experience in Spanish, but 
have been afraid to try, thinking it may be too hard. Well, it’s not! 
In this course, the participants will be provided with a sufficient 
understanding of the Spanish language.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

LAN07115 Tu 1/5 - 1/26 2:00PM - 3:30PM

| G$44Fee: R$38

SPANISH: LET ME TEACH YOU [ULTRA BEGINNER]
Mario Acevedo

LITERATURE

This novelist who hailed from Portsea, England, captured our 
imaginations, showing us the reality of Victorian England. The 
journalist-theatre buff-turned novelist created immortal characters 
like Little Nell and Pip. His fictionalized protagonists make us 
wonder exactly how autobiographical his novels actually are.

2Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

LIT28103 W 12/2 - 12/9 2:45PM -4:15PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

CHARLES DICKENS: THE MAN, THE MYTH, THE LEGEND
David Harshfield

Henry David Thoreau and his friend Ralph Waldo Emerson were 
both prolific writers who influenced each other and who have 
influenced our thinking today. This class will seek insights into how 
these two philosophical thinkers were ahead of their time and how 
their thoughts are still relevant today.

2Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

LIT12104 W 1/6 - 1/13 2:45PM - 4:15PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

 AMERICAN THINKERS: THOREAU & EMERSON
David Harshfield

These gentlemen were the highly acclaimed novelists of the mid-
twentieth century. Each was an American. Each had an engaging 
past. The class will examine and discuss these three authors who 
brought worldwide attention to American Literature.

2Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

LIT01104 W 10/21 - 10/28 1:00PM - 2:30PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

 AMERICAN GLORY: STEINBECK, FAULKNER  
 & HEMINGWAY
David Harshfield

The proliferation of radio stations, including (but not limited to) 
WSM and WLS during the early days of Country Music, helped 
introduce upcoming stars to a wider audience and, ultimately, 
greater profits. Performers like the Carter Family and Jimmie 
Rodgers were followed by Hank Williams, Johnny Cash, Elvis 
Presley, and Ray Charles. During the Great Depression and World 
War II, these musicians gravitated to Nashville, Tennessee. But new 
listeners created identity problems for the Country Music genre. 
How does one distinguish between country, pop, rock, hillbilly, and 
rockabilly?

2Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

LIT20150
LIT20151

W
W

11/11 - 11/18
2/24 - 3/3

1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
3:30 PM - 5:00 PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

COUNTRY MUSIC: THE BEGINNING DECADES
David Harshfield NEW

Following in the footsteps of Elvis Presley and Johnny Cash, 
the Country Music genre attracted diverse talents like Loretta 
Lynn, Merle Haggard, Charlie Pride, Kris Kristofferson, Bob 
Dylan, George Strait, Randy Travis, the Judds, Garth Brooks, 
and others. Many Country Music stars became mainstream 
crossovers, continuing to blur the line between black and white 
music, between rock and hillbilly, and between rock and country. 
After World War II, Country Music took a back seat to rock, but 
fans cared more about their love for the music than they did for 
labeling the various genres.

2Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

LIT20180 W 1/20 - 1/27 3:00 PM - 4:30 PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

COUNTRY MUSIC: THE RECENT DECADES
David Harshfield NEW

This proposal is designed to meet the expressed needs of those 
who desires additional practice in writing poems and giving and 
receiving feedback. Each session will consist in reviewing briefly 
the material presented in Mary Oliver’s book, A Poetry Handbook. 
More time will be devoted to sharing and critiquing poems 
created by participants.

8Day | La Hacienda Recreation Center

LIT34101 F 2/5 - 3/26 9:00 AM - 11:30 AM

| G$94Fee: R$88

CREATING POETRY: ADVANCED
Roger Cooper NEW
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“That there is a Hemingway Myth, a legend, a code of machismo 
is as sure a thing in American literature as that there is a 
Yoknapatawpha County, Mississippi,” remarks one prominent 
biographer. Hemingway loved Key West and Key West loved 
Hemingway. From 1928 to 1940 - a somewhat obscure decade in 
the life of this Nobel Prize winning author -Hemingway called Key 
West home. The ups and downs with wife Pauline, their friends 
Charles and Lorine Thompson, along with The Mob, coupled with 
life’s surprises, made Ernest Hemingway a legend in his own time, 
creating The Myth of Ernest Hemingway.

2Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

LIT20120

LIT20122
LIT20121

W

W
W

10/21 - 10/28

3/17 - 3/24
1/20 - 1/27

2:45 PM - 4:15 PM

2:45 PM - 4:15 PM
1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

ERNEST HEMINGWAY: THE KEY WEST YEARS
David Harshfield NEW

The short, miserable, misunderstood life of Edgar Allan Poe 
ignited the creative genius of a unique writer with a distorted 
vision of life and love.

2Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

LIT20104 W 10/7 - 10/14 2:45PM - 4:15PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

EDGAR ALLAN POE: THE MAN, THE MYTH, THE LEGEND
David Harshfield

LIT20105 W 3/17 - 3/24 1:00PM - 2:30PM

Various tribes of Native Americans used myths to preserve their 
heritage, to explain the origin of life, and to instill the ideals of the 
culture. This class will view writings from several tribes, including 
the Delaware, Navaho, Iroquois, Pima, Chippewa, and Teton Sioux.

2Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

LIT06103 W 11/11 - 11/18 2:45PM - 4:15PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

NATIVE AMERICAN VOICES  
 OF AMERICAN LITERATURE
David Harshfield

Lucy, Ricky, Fred, and Ethel overcame unbeatable obstacles in 
order to reinvent television comedy and to teach viewers how 
to laugh at ourselves. This incredible foursome knew what they 
wanted the show to be, fought the establishment to make it 
happen, and live forever in our hearts.

2Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

LIT21105 W 1/6 - 1/13 1:00PM - 2:30PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

I LOVE LUCY: LAUGHS, STRUGGLES, LEGACY
David Harshfield

The goal of this course is to engage in reflection on readings 
ranging across literature and philosophy. Passionate readers come 
together to discuss enduring issues and ideas. Textbook required 
“Great Conversations 6” available at Great Books Foundation or 
Amazon.com.

8Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

LIT33102 M 10/5 - 11/23 6:30PM - 8:30PM

| G$26Fee: R$20

GREAT BOOKS DISCUSSIONS
Kathleen Scott

Walt Disney’s career, characterized by astounding successes, saw 
unbelievable failures. Frequently near bankruptcy, Disney lures us 
with targeted marketing, reinvented animation, and family-friendly 
parks.

2Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

LIT16106 W 12/2 - 12/9 1:00PM - 2:30PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

WALT DISNEY: THE MAN, THE MYTH, THE LEGEND
David Harshfield

LIT16107 W 2/3 - 2/10 2:45PM - 4:15PM

Mark Twain is America’s Humorist. Today, we quote Twain without 
realizing we are alluding to him because his statements have 
become part of our pop culture. Mark Twain was a husband and 
father, a writer and humorist, a businessman and speculator. Each 
of these roles he took seriously, so this class will peek into Twain’s 
mind and try to see the world the way he saw it.

2Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

LIT05108 W 2/3 - 2/10 1:00PM - 2:30PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

MARK TWAIN’S HUMOR
David Harshfield

LIT05107 W 10/7 - 10/14 1:00PM - 2:30PM

Have Questions? Check the FAQ’s on PAGE 4

*Course Supply Fee - In addition to class fee. 

NEVER STOP LEARNING, 
KEEP ON GROWING!
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Interested in becoming an Instructor  
or Speaker of The Enrichment Academy? 

Visit www.DistrictGov.org  
for more information.

We start immediately playing the guitar. Over the course of four 
weeks the student will be introduced to both chords and strum 
patterns which they will use to assist in their learning of a few 
songs. Along the way, other interesting and important music topics 
will be discussed including basic music theory. Students must own 
their own guitar and bring a 3 ring binder to class.

4Day | Fenney Recreation Center

MUS15112 M 10/5 - 10/26 8:00 AM - 9:00 AM

| G$91Fee: R$85

GUITAR: I
David Williams

MUS15113 M 1/11 - 2/1 8:00 AM - 9:00 AM

Building off of Guitar I, the student will learn additional chords and 
more complex strum patterns. As in LGI, new songs will be used to 
maximize the students learning experience. As in LGI, new theory 
topics will be discussed. Students should have either completed 
Learn To Play The Guitar -I and have their own guitar.

4Day | Fenney Recreation Center

MUS18107
MUS18108

M
M

11/16 - 12/7
2/22 - 3/15

8:00 AM - 9:00 AM
8:00 AM - 9:00 AM

| G$91Fee: R$85

GUITAR: II
David Williams

We will begin with a recap of LGI & LGII. This will be followed 
by the introduction of a few commonly used guitar tools with 
accompanying new songs. There will also be a continuation of 
introducing new chords and more complicated strums. Students 
must own their own guitar and bring a 3 ring binder to class.

4Day | Fenney Recreation Center

MUS22104 M 10/5 - 10/26 9:15 AM - 10:15 AM

| G$91Fee: R$85

GUITAR: III
David Williams

MUS22105 M 1/11 - 2/1 9:15 AM - 10:15 AM

4Day 

The focus of this class will be on movable chord shapes (barre 
chords) and learning songs that use them. As in the previous 3 
sessions, new theory topics will be discussed. Students should have 
their own guitar.

| Fenney Recreation Center

MUS23103
MUS23104

M
M

11/16 - 12/7
2/22 - 3/15

9:15 AM - 10:15 AM
9:15 AM - 10:15 AM

| G$91Fee: R$85

GUITAR: IV
David Williams

For those who want to be part of a group that plays popular 
music but aren’t interested in the guitar. This course will be your 
introduction to playing the electric bass so you can become part of 
a musical duo or combo. Bring your bass to class.

6Day | Fenney Recreation Center

MUS19105 M 10/5 - 11/9 10:30 AM - 11:30 AM

| G$126Fee: R$120

ELECTRIC BASS: I
David Williams

Electric Bass II - Picks up where the introductory session ended. 
Students will be introduced to new arpeggios and patterns as well 
as learning how to successfully navigate through songs as bass 
players are required to do.

4Day | Fenney Recreation Center

MUS27102 M 11/16 - 12/21 10:30 AM - 11:30 AM

| G$126Fee: R$120

ELECTRIC BASS: II
David Williams

MUSIC

This course will include instruction in playing the Highland 
Bagpipe. Participants who have some bagpipe experience, as 
well as those who have not played for a few years are welcome. 
Instrument required. There will be an expense of less than $100 
for the purchase of recommended instrument and tutor book for 
beginners.

10Day | Saddlebrook Recreation Center

MUS01111 Th 9/17 - 11/19 6:00PM - 9:00PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

BAGPIPES
Kevin Selfridge

This course is designed for those players interested in playing 
solos, adding fills and “jamming”. Students should have a 
reasonable understanding of picking single note melodies and 
at least the beginnings of playing not just in the 1st position. 
Students must own their own guitar and bring a 3-ring binder to 
class.

6Day | Fenney Recreation Center

MUS24102 M 1/11 - 2/15 10:30AM - 11:30AM

| G$125Fee: R$119

GUITAR: IMPROVISATION-BEGINNER
David Williams

NEVER STOP LEARNING, 
KEEP ON GROWING!
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This class will build on techniques to understand the dulcimer. 
Basic techniques such as keys, strumming, rhythm, counting and 
playing together. The main purpose is to smooth out your playing 
skills. Rental dulcimers are available for $30 for 6 weeks-payable to 
instructor. Tuning will be DAD. Supplies to bring: 3-ring notebook. 
Dulcimer supplies available for purchase.

6Day | Bradenton Recreation Center

MUS21102 W 1/6 - 2/10 10:30AM - 11:30AM

| G$106Fee: R$100

MOUNTAIN DULCIMER FUN
Ruth Harnden

Violin comprehensive method for strings class. Includes keys, 
rhythms, sight-reading, shifting finger patterns, scales, fingering 
charts, bowing, vibrato, and simple melodies. There will be a 
$10.00 book fee due to the instructor the first day of class. All 
students must bring their violin and music stand to each class.

4Day 

4Day 

| Rohan Recreation Center

| Eisenhower Recreation Center

MUS25107

MUS25110

MUS25108

MUS25111

MUS25109

M

M

M

M

M

10/5 - 10/26

2/1 - 2/22

11/9 - 11/30

3/8 - 3/29

1/4 - 1/25

1:00PM - 3:00PM

1:00PM - 3:00PM

1:00PM - 3:00PM

1:00PM - 3:00PM

1:00PM - 3:00PM

| G$96

| G$96

Fee: R$90

Fee: R$90

VIOLIN - ALL LEVELS
Marianne Wasilewski

Mountain Dulcimer beginner course that teaches parts of the 
Dulcimer, Basic techniques such as, strumming, scales, chords 
and note values. Three dulcimers are available for rent. $30 for 
the 6 week course. Instruments can be taken home to practice on. 
Strings and capo’s available to purchase. Supplies to bring: 3-ring 
notebook.

6Day | Bradenton Recreation Center

MUS21110 W 10/7 - 11/11 9:30 AM - 10:30 AM

| G$111Fee: R$105

MOUNTAIN DULCIMER: BEGINNER
Ruth Harnden NEW

This course will continue to explore the Mountain Dulcimer. We 
will examine more techniques and fingering. Bring your questions 
and we can format the class to your questions. Supplies to bring: 
3-ring notebook.

6Day | Bradenton Recreation Center

MUS21150 W 10/7 - 11/11 11:00 PM - 12:00 PM

| G$111Fee: R$105

MOUNTAIN DULCIMER: NOVICE/INTERMEDIATE
Ruth Harnden NEW

Tim presents six sessions designed to take the participants into 
more advanced chords, strumming techniques, tablature and 
variations that can be utilized to embellish and personalize ukulele 
playing while participating with the various ukulele and music 
clubs in the Villages. A supply fee* of $10 is due to the Instructor 
the first day of class.

6Day | Pimlico Recreation Center

MUS07108 W 10/21 - 12/9 1:00PM - 2:30PM

| G$81Fee: R$75

UKULELE IN THE VILLAGES: NEXT STEP
Tim Robinson

MUS07109 W 2/3 - 3/10 1:00PM - 2:30PM

Tim presents six one hour sessions designed to teach participants 
basic ukulele chords, strumming techniques and variations to 
make playing their ukuleles with music clubs in the Villages more 
enjoyable. For soprano, concert and tenor ukuleles. A supply fee* 
of $8 due to Instructor first day of class.

6Day | Pimlico Recreation Center

MUS04111 W 12/16 - 1/20 1:00PM - 2:30PM

| G$81Fee: R$75

UKULELE IN THE VILLAGES: AN INTRO
Tim Robinson

PHILOSOPHY 
& PSYCHOLOGY

Your sense of humor is one of the most powerful assets available 
to you. In this course you will learn why it is so important, the 
nature and forms of humor, and some very creative ways you 
can supercharge your own sense of humor. This course is full of 
laughs and you will leave with dozens of ways to enhance your life 
through humor. The techniques shared are very different, creative, 
and lots of fun to boot. Lindsay’s landmark book, Add Humor to 
Your Life; Add Life to Your Humor, on humor will be available as an 
option.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

PHI39101
PHI39102

W
W

10/21
2/17

2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM

| G$36Fee: R$30

ADD HUMOR TO YOUR LIFE;  
 ADD LIFE TO YOUR HUMOR
Lindsay Collier NEW

When Villager Lindsay Collier lost his wife of 40 years, a rainbow 
surrounded his home the following day. This inspired him to write 
his popular book on surviving the loss of your loved one. This 
book and his presentations have given healing and comfort to 
many who are dealing with loss. `This course takes an interactive, 
comforting, creative look at some things you can do to make your 
way through the grief that accompanies loss. His popular Amazon 
book, Surviving the Loss of Your Loved One; Jan’s Rainbow, will be 
available for purchase as an option.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

PHI40101 W 2/3 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM

| G$36Fee: R$30

HOW TO DEAL WITH THE LOSS OF A LOVED ONE 
Lindsay Collier NEW

Have Questions? Check the FAQ’s on PAGE 4
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Everyone who works, writes, thinks, does so on the basis of 
philosophical assumptions. We have ideas about what is really real, 
how we come to know what we say we know, and how to decide 
what is true and what is beautiful. In our busy lives, we rarely think 
about these things. This course is designed to help participants 
conceptualize and articulate what they believe about the natural 
world, the world of ideas, and their place in them.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

PHI33101 W 10/7 - 10/28 1:30 PM - 3:30 PM

| G$56Fee: R$50

WHO NEEDS PHILOSOPHY?
Roger Cooper

Making Meaning of the Aging Process: While aging can provide 
us with free time and the ability to focus on what is important, it 
can also present us with challenges and loses. We will be exploring 
what we are gaining, what we are losing, how our identities change 
and what it means to us.

6Day | Mulberry Grove Recreation Center

PHI22105 W 1/6 - 2/10 1:30 PM - 3:30 PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

WISDOM OF AGING 
Janet Onnie

This proven science on what creates sustainable happiness is 
adapted from the science of “Positive Psychology” and “Thrive 
for Happiness”: and offers exercises to learn the skills such as 
perspective, attitude, relationships and alignment of your life with 
purpose in your senior years. Each session illustrates the use of 
mindfulness and practices that are crafted to change your thinking 
and strengthen your emotional control. Produced and facilitated by 
two top Psychologists and Writers on the subject.

4Day | Bridgeport Recreation Center

PHI32102 Tu 10/27 - 11/17 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM

| G$61Fee: R$55

MASTER THE ESSENTIAL HABITS  
 FOR SUSTAINED HAPPINESS
John Maiorino

Dr. Altobello will deliver a series of lectures on historically 
significant philosophical questions. The lectures will be interactive. 
No books required.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

PHI29102 Tu 10/21 - 11/11 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

PHILOSOPHICAL LECTURES SERIES 1
Robert Altobello

Dr. Altobello will deliver a second series of lectures on historically 
significant philosophical questions. The lectures will be interactive. 
This series will present different content from the first series. No 
books required.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

PHI30102 W 1/20 - 2/10 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

PHILOSOPHICAL LECTURES SERIES 2
Robert Altobello

In our culture it’s not OK to not be OK. So when faced with the 
death of a loved one, divorce, or other major life loss, grievers 
often feel alone. Friends and family often don’t know what to say 
to be helpful, so they make intellectual statements like “it’s just 
takes time” or “Be Strong”, which are not helpful when your heart 
is broken. Even worse, they disappear after the funeral, leaving the 
griever suffering in isolation. In this class you will learn the most 
common myths about grief, and how to be helpful to someone 
who is grieving.

1Day 

1Day 

| La Hacienda Recreation Center

| Lake Miona Recreation Center

PHI42101

PHI42102

Tu

Tu

10/6

11/4

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM

1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$31

| G$31

Fee: R$25

Fee: R$25

INTRO TO GRIEF RECOVERY:  
 EXPLORING COMMON MYTHS ABOUT GRIEF
Lisa Fournier NEW

This course is based on the instructor’s popular ‘Living Your 
Life to the Fullest” book series. It’s been said that aging is an 
extraordinary process where you become the person you always 
should have been. In this short course you will learn dozens of 
creative ways to make that happen. This course will help you 
“Grow Young”, and you will have a blast on the journey. You will 
leave with many creative ways to live a happy, fun-filled, exciting, 
and long life.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

PHI37101
PHI37102

Tu
Tu

11/3
3/2

2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
1:30 PM - 3:30 PM

| G$36Fee: R$30

LIVING YOUR LIFE TO THE FULLEST
Lindsay Collier NEW

Carrying out acts of kindness can be immensely rewarding and 
has the capacity to change and enhance your life. Lindsay is the 
co-founder and President of The Villages Acknowledging Acts 
of Kindness Club which has a mission to promote a culture of 
kindness in communities. This course is based on his new book, 
Kindness Rocks; How to Lead a Life of Kindness. You will leave 
with dozens of creative ideas on how to make kindness a major 
driving force in your life. You will also leave feeling good all over! 
His book will be available for purchase as an option.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

PHI38101
PHI38102

W
W

1/20
3/10

2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM

| G$36Fee: R$30

HOW TO LIVE A LIFE OF KINDNESS
Lindsay Collier NEW

| G$75

In this course participants will explore the 7 deadly sins of pride, 
envy, anger, sloth, greed, gluttony, and lust through short stories 
and discussion.

6Day | Fenney Recreation Center

PHI41101 Tu 2/16 - 3/23 2:00PM - 3:15PM

Fee: R$69

UNDERSTANDING THE 7 DEADLY SINS  
 THROUGH SHORT STORIES
Edgar Daniels
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Beginning Zen is for participants who want to know about this 
type of meditation. Classes will include lectures, readings, and 
discussions as well as practical suggestions. The history of Zen, 
with readings from Bhodharma, Master Dogen, and Suzuki Roshi, 
will be covered along with current teachers, including Thich Naht 
Hahn and Pema Chodran. Through the study of Zen precepts, the 
practice of seated and walking meditation and the use of koans, 
participants will learn how to use these skills in everyday life.

6Day 

6Day 

| Lake Miona Recreation Center

| Big Cypress Recreation Center

PHI34102

PHI34103

Th

Th

10/6 - 11/10

2/4 - 3/11

6:00 PM - 7:30 PM

6:00 PM - 7:30 PM

| G$56

| G$56

Fee: R$50

Fee: R$50

ZEN: BEGINNER
Douglas Dwyer

This class is for people who have experience with a digital camera 
and basic editing skills. Proven methods are presented to overcome 
the most common challenges of photographing people, wildlife 
and travel. Topics covered: the latest camera gear and software, 
knowing your camera settings, mastering composition, flash, 
workflow, storage and presentation. The final class is held at a Town 
Square where the instructor provides one-on-one coaching. Supply 
fee of $20 payable to instructor.

5Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

PHO05104 Tu 2/23 - 3/23 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM

| G$86Fee: R$80

PHOTOGRAPHY: INTERMEDIATE DIGITAL
James Warner

PHO02105

PHO02106

PHO02107

PHO02108

Tu

M

M

Th

10/6 - 10/27

11/9 - 11/30

1/4 - 1/25

2/4 - 2/25

6:30 PM - 8:30 PM

9:30 AM - 11:30 AM

9:30 AM - 11:30 AM

9:30 AM - 11:30 AM

Designed for the owners of digital single lens reflex cameras with 
removable lens. Emphasis will be on camera features and how 
to use them – shooting modes, shutter speeds, apertures, white 
balance, ISO etc. – all explained in an easy to understand manner. 
Students will take part in photo demonstrations and learn about 
various photo subject matter, shooting techniques and camera 
accessories. Photo examples will be presented. Please bring 
your camera with fully charged batteries to class. Change your 
photography from being a “Photo Taker” to a “Photo Maker”.

4Day 

4Day 

4Day 

4Day 

| Fenney Recreation Center

| Rohan Recreation Center

| Everglades Recreation Center

| Lake Miona Recreation Center

| G$106

| G$106

| G$106

| G$106

Fee: R$100

Fee: R$100

Fee: R$100

Fee: R$100

DSLR PHOTOGRAPHY: INTRO
John “Swede” Spoltore

PHOTOGRAPHY

We all dream and wonder about what they mean. But few 
understand the messages of our dreams and how important they 
are to our mental, physical, and spiritual well being. This course 
is an introduction to dream analysis techniques and the major 
theories of dream interpretation to help students understand their 
own dreams and even assist others. Students are free to share their 
dreams—only if THEY wish to do so.
4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

PHI14110 Th 10/1 - 10/22 2:00PM - 3:30PM

| G$56Fee: R$50

YES, YOU CAN UNDERSTAND YOUR DREAMS!
Dr. Frank Ancona

PHI14111 Sa 11/7 - 11/28 2:00PM - 3:30PM
PHI14112 Th 1/7 - 1/28 2:00PM - 3:30PM
PHI14113 Sa 3/6 - 3/27 2:00PM - 3:30PM

Target Learning Objective – to prepare a photographer that takes 
digital photographs to organize, label, enhance and print or 
publish their work.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

PHO08102 Tu 1/26 - 2/16 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM

| G$96Fee: R$90

PHOTO EDITING - BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE
James Warner NEW

*Course Supply Fee - In addition to class fee. 
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In the past few years, we have discovered many earthlike planets 
circling other stars, but intelligence seems unique to Earth. Since 
we were in college, eight newly-discovered things about Earth have 
given us clues why, without assuming technological societies blow 
themselves up.

8Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

SCI106103 Tu F 1/5 - 1/29 3:00 PM - 4:30 PM

| G$86Fee: R$80

EIGHT EVENTS THAT MADE THE WORLD
John Blackwell

SCIENCE &  
ENVIRONMENT

This course will cover the beginning and the evolution of our 
universe from about one microsecond after the “Big Bang” until 
the present. We will address star and galaxy formation and our 
solar system. We’ll study the make up of atoms and how the 
chemical elements formed.

6Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

SCI04105 W 10/7 - 11/11 10:30AM - 12:00PM

| G$36Fee: R$30

CREATION & EVOLUTION OF THE UNIVERSE
Leroy Avers

SCI04106 W 1/6 - 2/10 10:30AM - 12:00PM

Do you know that Florida was once part of Africa, or that reducing 
your ecological footprint is one of the best ways to protect and 
maintain our Floridian paradise, while sustaining its economy? 
Come join this scientifically-based, hands on, fun course. 
6Day | Fenney Recreation Center

SCI03103 Tu 10/6 - 11/10 6:30PM - 8:00PM

| G$66Fee: R$60

FLORIDA ECOLOGY: SAVING PARADISE
Glenn Rosazza

SCI03104 Tu 1/5 - 2/9 6:30PM - 8:00PM

This is a two part/session digital photography class providing 
an opportunity for photographers to take their digital portrait 
photography skills to a higher level concerning camera settings, 
equipment, lighting, shooting & posing techniques. Session one 
will be instructional of “How To”. Session two will be an actual 
“Hands On” shooting in which you are invited to bring a family 
member or friend to photograph using the instructor’s professional 
background and props. Please be sure to bring your cameras with 
charged camera batteries.

2Day | SeaBreeze Recreation Center

PHO07102 Th 12/3 - 12/10 9:30 AM - 11:30 AM

| G$66Fee: R$60

PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY: DIGITAL 
John “Swede” Spoltore

Whether you own a point-and shoot or more advanced DSLR, this 
class will give you a better grasp of your chosen tool and the skills 
to make successful images. We will focus on core photographic 
concepts as well as some more advanced techniques. The course 
will include hands-on demonstrations from a retired Professional 
Photographer using a camera as well as basic digital image editing 
techniques. 

6Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

PHO04106
PHO04107

M
M

1/11 – 2/15 
 2/22 – 3/29 

4:30PM – 7:30PM
4:30PM – 7:30PM

| G$81Fee: R$75

PHOTOGRAPHY: DIGITAL
Ben McIntire

This course will be an introduction to the main disciplines of 
oceanography, including marine geology, marine chemistry, 
physical oceanography, and marine biology. Students will 
learn how all of these disciplines overlap, i.e. oceanography is 
“interdisciplinary”. Students will come away from the course with a 
better appreciation of the complexities of the ocean. 

4Day | Riverbend Recreation Center

SCI07101 F 1/8 – 1/29      1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

| G$46Fee: R$40

INTRODUCTION TO OCEANOGRAPHY
Lisa Vanderbloemen NEW

The Enrichment Academy is committed to  
helping participants acquire knowledge for 

growth in mind, body, or spirit. 
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“Welcome to Florida” We will introduce participants to the many 
types of animals and native plants found throughout the community 
and Sumter County. The objective of the course is for you to learn 
the skills to identify and help protect and conserve Florida’s natural 
resources.

1Day 

1Day 

| Bradenton Recreation Center

| Rohan Recreation Center

SCI01107

SCI01110

SCI01108

SCI01111

SCI01109

Tu

Tu

Tu

Tu

Tu

10/13

2/9

11/10

3/9

1/19

9:00 AM - 11:00 AM

9:00 AM - 11:00 AM

9:00 AM - 11:00 AM

9:00 AM - 11:00 AM

9:00 AM - 11:00 AM

| G$17

| G$17

Fee: R$11

Fee: R$11

MEET LOCAL WILDLIFE IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD!
James Davis

The issues of climate change and global warming are of continuing 
interest and concern. Find out what is global warming and the 
causes of it including the greenhouse effect. Learn what can be 
done to minimize global warming and its effects.

6Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

SCI02103 M F 1/4 - 1/22 1:00PM - 2:30PM

| G$56Fee: R$50

WHAT IS GLOBAL WARMING?
Dr. Sidney Soclof

In this course we will explore and discuss the fundamental 
concepts by which our universe behaves – how it works and why. 
The student can expect to understand at a basic level the concepts 
of relativity, black holes, the Big Bang, multiple universes, quarks 
and other fundamental particles of matter. Background in science 
or math not required. “The Grand Design” paperback book by 
Stephen Hawking and Leonard Mlodinow is required.

5Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

SCI06101 Tu 2/2 - 3/2 9:30AM - 10:30AM

| G$16Fee: R$10

UNDERSTANDING OUR UNIVERSE
Bob Dulude

SPORTS

*Course Supply Fee - In addition to class fee. 

Learn to bicycle safely in The Villages, perform basic maintenance 
on your bike and improve your cycling skills. Taught by instructors 
certified by the League of American Bicyclists.

3Day | Rohan Recreation Center

SPO01122 F 10/9 - 10/23 1:00PM - 3:00PM

| G$16Fee: R$10

BIKE SAFETY AND SKILLS
Diana Mirkin

SPO01123 F 11/6 - 11/20 1:00PM - 3:00PM
SPO01124 F 1/8 - 1/29 1:00PM - 3:00PM
SPO01125 F 2/12 - 2/26 1:00PM - 3:00PM

Review beginner capabilities. Develop banking, speed control, cut 
shots, natural position, english. Hands on training and handout 
materials will be provided.

6Day | Canal Street Recreation Center

SPO03113 W 10/14 - 11/18 9:00AM - 11:00AM

| G$61Fee: R$55

BILLIARDS: INTERMEDIATE
Kenneth Boguski

SPO03114 W 1/6 - 2/10 9:00AM - 11:00AM
SPO03115 W 2/24 - 3/31 9:00AM - 11:00AM

Learn basic billiard techniques, including stance, cue control, 
aiming and stroke. Cut, bank and combination shots will also be 
demonstrated. Cue ball manipulation: follow, draw and stop shots, 
will also be taught. Handouts are provided.

6Day | Saddlebrook Recreation Center

SPO02114
SPO02115
SPO02116

Tu
Tu
Tu

10/13 - 11/17
1/5 - 2/9
2/23 - 3/30

9:00AM - 11:00AM
9:00AM - 11:00AM
9:00AM - 11:00AM

| G$61Fee: R$55

BILLIARDS: BEGINNER
Kenneth Boguski

TECHNOLOGY

Echo is a personal assistant connected to the internet/cloud that 
allows voice interaction to ask questions, but it is capable of 
creating lists, calendar updates, shopping, streaming music, home 
automation control, etc. Learn settings, controls, and how to use 
Echo/Alexa to get the most out of this technology.

2Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC10118 F 10/14 - 10/21 5:00PM - 6:00PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

AMAZON ECHO/ALEXA
Jay Gerhard

TEC35108 Sa 11/7 - 11/14 9:00AM - 11:00AM
TEC35109 Sa 1/16 - 1/23 9:00AM - 11:00AM
TEC35110 Sa 2/6 - 2/13 9:00AM - 11:00AM
TEC35111 Sa 3/20 - 3/27 9:00AM - 11:00AM

Are you looking for a way to reduce your ever increasing internet, 
TV, landline & mobile bills? You will learn how to save hundreds 
[if not thousands] of dollars every year with this practical road 
map for cutting the cord. The pros and cons of various streaming 
devices and streaming options will be examined and the cost 
saving steps that you can follow will be identified, taking into 
account your very specific needs in all the areas.

2Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC35107 Sa 10/3 - 10/10 9:00AM - 11:00AM

| G$56Fee: R$50

A ROADMAP FOR CUTTING THE CORD
Tony Crawford

Have Questions? Check the FAQ’s on PAGE 4

*Course Supply Fee - In addition to class fee. 
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NEVER STOP LEARNING, 
KEEP ON GROWING!

Basics, Home screens, Onscreen Keyboard, App Switcher, Control 
Center, Settings, AppStore, Safari, Contacts/Mail. Bring your fully 
charged iPad, Apple ID, & password to class. Any questions, please 
call the instructor at 352-259-9295.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC01114
TEC01115

Tu Th
Tu Th

10/6 - 10/15
1/5 - 1/14

11:30 AM - 1:30 PM
11:30 AM - 1:30 PM

| G$106Fee: R$100

iPAD FOR SENIORS: PART I
Sandy Seibert

Maps, Camera, Photos, Calendar, FaceTime, and Siri. Bring your 
fully charged iPad, Apple ID & password to class. Prerequisite: iPad 
Part 1. Any questions, please call the instructor at 352-259-9295.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC16114
TEC16115

Tu Th
Tu Th

10/27 - 11/5
1/19 - 1/28

11:30 AM - 1:30 PM
11:30 AM - 1:30 PM

| G$106Fee: R$100

iPAD FOR SENIORS: PART II
Sandy Seibert

Basics including the menu bar, desktop, dock, Safari, and App 
Store. Bring your fully charged Apple MacBook to class, and Apple 
ID & password. Any questions, please call the instructor at 352-
259-9295.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC33104 Tu Th 11/10 - 11/19 11:30AM - 1:30PM

| G$106Fee: R$100

APPLE MACBOOK: PART 1
Sandy Seibert

TEC33105 Tu Th 3/2 - 3/11 9:00AM - 11:00AM

The latest Apple Watch [Series 4 & later] has been re-designed 
and re-engineered to help you be more active, healthy, and 
connected. Learn how you can use and benefit from all the new 
productivity, health, and fitness features in your Apple Watch.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC37105 Sa 10/24 11:30AM - 1:30PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

APPLE WATCH [SERIES 4] & LATER
Tony Crawford

TEC37106 Sa 11/7 11:30AM - 1:30PM
TEC37107 Sa 1/16 11:30AM - 1:30PM
TEC37108 Sa 2/6 11:30AM - 1:30PM
TEC37109 Sa 3/20 11:30AM - 1:30PM

Contacts, mail, maps, photos, calendar, FaceTime, and Siri. Bring 
your fully charged Apple MacBook to class, and Apple ID & 
Password. Prerequisite: Apple MacBook - Part 1. Any questions, 
please call the instructor at 352-259-9295.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC34104 Tu Th 12/8 - 12/17 11:30AM - 1:30PM

| G$106Fee: R$100

APPLE MACBOOK: PART 2
Sandy Seibert

TEC34105 Tu Th 3/16 - 3/25 9:00AM - 11:00AM

Dropbox is a cloud-based file storage application. Save, organize, 
view, and share files on your computer and almost all your 
electronic devices (iPads, tablets, smartphones, etc.).

2Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC08105 W 11/11 - 11/18 5:00PM - 6:00PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

DROPBOX- FILE STORAGE APP FOR E-DEVICES
Jay Gerhard

“ForScore” is an iPad app that lets you keep all your sheet music 
in one place- on your iPad- organized and annotated. You can link 
any song to a recording and play along with sheet music, and even 
slow the recording down. iPad & Forscore needed for class.

3Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC02105 W 1/6 - 1/20 5:00PM - 6:00PM

| G$56Fee: R$50

FORSCORE MUSIC APP FOR iPADS
Jay Gerhard

Learn how to use all the features of the camera in your iPhone 
and iPad and then how to access those photos in the photos 
app, organize them, and share your photo albums with family and 
friends.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC36106

TEC36108

Sa

Sa

10/3 

11/21

11:30AM - 1:30PM

11:30AM - 1:30PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

APPLE CAMERA & PHOTOS FOR THE iPHONE & iPAD
Tony Crawford

TEC36107 Sa 10/10 11:30AM - 1:30PM

TEC36109 Sa 12/19 11:30AM - 1:30PM
TEC36110 Sa 2/27 11:30AM - 1:30PM

Learn how to create your very own personalized Photo Books in two 
fully hands-on learning sessions. Document and share the photo 
memories of your family, vacations, weddings, anniversaries and 
the many other special events in your life. Using free and easy to 
use software on your laptop (PC or Mac) in the classes, you can turn 
your chosen photos into a treasured book suitable for your coffee 
table and for sharing with your friends and family.

2Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC42102 Tu 10/13 - 10/20 2:30 PM - 4:30 PM

| G$56Fee: R$50

CREATE YOUR OWN PHOTO BOOKS 
Tony Crawford

TEC42103
TEC42104

W
W

11/4 - 11/11/11
1/13 - 1/20

1:30 PM - 3:30 PM
1:30 PM - 3:30 PM
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| G$56

Learn how to customize the key Settings on your iPhone, sync and 
back it up to iCloud, and how to start using the many useful free 
Apple apps and tools (including Mail, Safari, Messages, Phone, 
Camera, Photos, Notes, Contacts, Find My, Magnifier, Screenshot 
and more). Bring your fully charged iPhone, as well as your Apple 
and Email passwords.

2Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC41103
TEC41104

Su
Su

10/18 – 10/25 
 3/21 – 3/28 

1:30PM – 3:30PM
1:30PM – 3:30PM

Fee: R$50

iPHONE MADE EASY
Tony Crawford

| G$106

Use Keypad, Contacts, Favorites and Recents to make calls. Also, 
Voicemail, Safari, AppStore and Mail. Bring your fully charged 
iPhone, Apple ID & password to class. Any questions, please call 
the instructor at 352-259-9295.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC26107
TEC26108

Tu Th
Tu Th

12/8 - 12/17
2/2 - 2/11

9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
11:30 AM - 1:30 PM

Fee: R$100

iPHONE BASICS
Sandy Seibert

Basics, terminology, operating system, Windows Store, Microsoft 
Edge, Start Menu and Desktop. Bring your fully charged Windows 
10 laptop to class. If you have any questions, please call the 
instructor at 352-259-9295.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC06115
TEC06116

Tu Th
Tu Th

10/6 - 10/15
1/5 - 1/14

9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM

| G$106Fee: R$100

WINDOWS 10: PART 1
Sandy Seibert

Start Menu and Desktop personalization, Snipping Tool, Edge 
Notes, disk cleanup, anti-virus and settings. Bring your fully charged 
Windows 10 laptop to class. Prerequisite: Windows 10 - Part 1. Any 
questions, please call the instructor at 352-259-9295.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC07115
TEC07116

Tu Th
Tu Th

10/27 - 11/5
1/19 - 1/28

9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM

| G$106Fee: R$100

WINDOWS 10: PART 2
Sandy Seibert

| G$41

| G$41

| G$41

An introduction to eBay with explanation of navigating the site. 
How to identify you item and research the value. How to setup an 
account so you can buy and sell. How to handle problems that may 
arise. We will list an item in class to see full method.

2Day 

2Day 

2Day 

| Rohan Recreation Center

| Riverbend Recreation Center

| Rohan Recreation Center

TEC43101

TEC43102

TEC43103

W

M

F

10/7 - 10/14

1/18 - 1/25

3/19 – 3/26

11:00 AM - 12:30 PM

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM

2:00 PM - 3:30 PM

Fee: R$35

Fee: R$35

Fee: R$35

SELLING ON EBAY 101
Barbara Quick NEW

Learn about the Ribbons and Quick Access Toolbar, spreadsheet 
terminology create, edit, save, and print worksheets; enter and edit 
data; format cells and workbooks; create and edit formulas. Bring 
your fully charged laptop to class. If you have any questions, please 
call the instructor at 352-259-9295.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC24102 Tu Th 3/16 - 3/25 11:30 AM - 1:30 PM

| G$106Fee: R$100

MICROSOFT EXCEL 
Sandy Seibert

Word processing - creating, editing, saving, and printing 
documents. Page numbering, tabs, and tables. Bring a fully 
charged Windows laptop with Word installed to class. Any 
questions - please call the instructor at 352-259-9295.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC12106 Tu Th 3/2 - 3/11 11:30 AM - 1:30 PM

| G$106Fee: R$100

MICROSOFT WORD 
Sandy Seibert

*Course Supply Fee - In addition to class fee. 
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TRAVEL

Take a trip around the shores of the Mediterranean Sea from the 
west with Spain, Gibraltar and France, to Italy in the middle, and 
then to the east with Greece, Turkey, Israel and Egypt. Learn about 
the history, geography, and points of interest in this region that 
was so important in the development of Western civilization and 
remains of great interest today.

6Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TRA03107 M F 3/15 - 4/2 3:00PM - 4:30PM

| G$41Fee: R$35

A JOURNEY AROUND THE MEDITERRANEAN
Dr. Sidney Soclof

Experience river cruises through the Rhine and Danube Rivers in 
Europe, and the Columbia, Snake, Mississippi, and Ohio Rivers 
of America and the Great Lakes. Learn about the cruises and the 
history, geography, and points of interest in these regions.

6Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TRA12101 M F 2/22 - 3/12 1:00PM - 2:30PM

| G$41Fee: R$35

A JOURNEY THROUGH THE RIVERS OF EUROPE 
 AND AMERICA
Dr. Sidney Soclof NEW

Are you concerned about flying or feel uneasy in an airplane? It is 
quite natural and many people are fearful of flying. I have helped 
hundreds of people overcome their fear by my step-by-step 
approach to flying. As a former airline pilot for a major airline, I 
will explain the process of flying, procedures of air-traffic and the 
phases of flight. This is an inter-active course and you will be able 
to share your thoughts on flying. You will gain new tools for flying 
and will be looking forward to your next flight.

3Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TRA13101
TRA13102

F
F

11/6 - 11/20
2/5 - 2/19

3:00PM - 5:00PM
3:00PM - 5:00PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

FLYING WITHOUT FEAR
Tweet Coleman NEW

Take a journey to 40 places around the world or on other worlds 
that highlight unique, rarely seen natural and man-made wonders.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TRA15101 M 11/9 3:00PM - 4:00PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

FANTASTIC PLACES
Drake Shepard NEW

The Mediterranean on the south side of Europe is a favorite region 
for travel and vacation, but the north side around the Baltic and 
North Sea with Russia, the Scandinavian Countries, Germany, 
the Netherlands, Belgium, France and the UK are also of great 
interest. Learn about this region, its geography and many points of 
interest.

6Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TRA09103 M F 11/30 - 12/18 1:00PM - 2:30PM

| G$41Fee: R$35

A JOURNEY AROUND THE “OTHER SIDE OF EUROPE”
Dr. Sidney Soclof

Cut/Copy/Paste; manage folders and files, attach and save files in 
email, use a USB drive. Bring fully charged Windows 10 laptop to 
class. Prerequisite: Windows 10 - Part 1. Any questions, please call 
the instructor at 352-259-9295.

4Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TEC15113
TEC15114

Tu Th
Tu Th

11/10 - 11/19
2/2 - 2/11

9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM

| G$106Fee: R$100

WINDOWS 10: PART 3
Sandy Seibert
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Interested in becoming an Instructor  
or Speaker of The Enrichment Academy? 

Visit www.DistrictGov.org  
for more information.

Thought you’d always like to write songs? Here is an introductory 
course to get you started. Bring your own guitar and ideas.

6Day | Fenney Recreation Center

WRI04103 M 2/22 - 3/29 10:30 AM - 11:30 AM

| G$106Fee: R$100

SONG WRITING FOR GUITARISTS
David Williams

WRITING

Thinking of taking a tour of the National Parks on your own or 
with a commercial tour company? What should you pack and what 
should you leave behind? Wondering what the lodging, available 
services, and the dining options will be like in the National Park 
you will visit? Join me for a discussion and slide presentation that 
focuses on the Western National Parks.

1Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

TRA11103 F 1/22 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM

| G$31Fee: R$25

WESTERN NATIONAL PARKS
Carla Traudt

The topics for Great Decisions 2021 are designed to involve you 
in a discussion of world affairs. Your facilitator is Roger Kass. He is 
an experienced facilitator with the FPA. The topics for 2021 Great 
Decisions program, selected by the Foreign Policy Association are 
to be determined. There is a $35 supply fee* per person, for the 
FPA briefing book and materials, payable to the instructor first day 
of class.

9Day | Eisenhower Recreation Center

WOR01105 Th 1/14 - 3/11 9:00AM - 10:30AM

| G$106Fee: R$100

GREAT DECISIONS 2021
Roger Kass

9Day | Bacall Recreation Center

WOR01106 Th 1/14 - 3/11 7:00PM - 8:30PM

| G$106Fee: R$100

WORLD

Read excerpts from published memoirs and learn how to write 
your life story. In this class, we use the work of well-known 
memoirists, discuss their stories, and explore what the authors do 
to create their compelling tales. We then scour the text and learn 
techniques to apply to our own writing. You also have the chance 
to share your stories and obtain helpful feedback. No previous 
writing experience is required because our motto is: The only way 
to do this wrong is to not do it at all!

4Day | Rohan Recreation Center

WRI07103 Th 2/18 - 3/25 1:00PM - 4:00PM

| G$69Fee: R$63

LIFE STORIES: READ, WRITE, REVIEW
Patricia Charpentier

This course is all about traveling safely and inexpensively. 
Attendees will learn many ways to obtain free or greatly reduced 
airfares, hotels, vacation packages, cruises and more. Participants 
receive hundreds of tips on planning, packing, dining and 
sightseeing. Special emphasis provided on safety and traveling as 
a single. Handouts will be available.

1Day | Lake Miona Recreation Center

TRA10107
TRA10108
TRA10109

W
Tu
F

10/14 
11/10
1/22

8:30AM - 11:30PM
9:00AM - 12:00PM

5:00PM - 8:00PM

| G$21Fee: R$15

BECOMING A SAVVY TRAVELER
Edward Ford

This course explains how you are protected while sailing, cruising, 
or flying over water. Topics includes: maritime search and 
rescue with many examples of actual searches; aircraft crashes 
and ditching with videos of several successful water landings; 
celestial navigation – how to find your way without satellites and 
electronics; what happens when you do declare a MAYDAY or 
SOS; and passenger cruise ship safety. These classes should be 
of interest to both regular and new sailors and cruisers as well as 
those who enjoy learning about something new.

5Day 

5Day 

| La Hacienda Recreation Center

| Laurel Manor Recreation Center

TRA14101

TRA14102

Tu

M

10/20 - 11/17    

2/15 - 3/15  

2:00 PM - 3:30 PM

9:30 AM - 11:00 AM

| G$36

| G$36

Fee: R$30

Fee: R$30

SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA
David Withers NEW

| G$69

Learn what spiritual memoir is and some approaches to writing 
it. Discover the power of writing the daily moments of wonder, 
dramatic occurrences that forever change lives, and deep, gradual 
beliefs formed over time.

4Day | Fenney Recreation Center

WRI09101 Th 10/8 - 10/29 11:00AM - 1:00PM

Fee: R$63

SPIRITUAL MEMOIR
Patricia Charpentier

*Course Supply Fee - In addition to class fee. 



Speaker Series2020

Become a speaker for  
The Enrichment Academy!

Alan Kitty | October 22, 2020 | Rohan Recreation Center 
A Brutally Brief Biography of Mark Twain

Gary McKechnie | November 12, 2020 | Rohan Recreation Center 
Roy Orbison: I was Alright…For A while...

William & Sue Wills | February 11, 2021 | Rohan Recreation Center 
President’s and Their First Ladies

All ticket prices are $10 Resident $12 Guest

General Admission Seating

Coming soon

 
REGISTER

NOW
• IN PERSON: All Regional Recreation Centers
• ONLINE: www.DistrictGov.org  
  CLICK ON DEPARTMENTS>CLICK ON RECREATION>CLICK ON REGISTER NOW! 



• ONLINE: www.DistrictGov.org  
  CLICK ON DEPARTMENTS>CLICK ON RECREATION>CLICK ON REGISTER NOW! 

Be flexible as facility operations, attendance numbers, services, and centers are subject to change and/or be restricted, closed  
or limited. For the public health and safety of others, staff reserves the right to restrict access to use of facility and activities.  

All information is subject to change as additional information is received by the CDC and the Florida Department of Health.

To responsibly visit a recreation center or park 
please keep to the following: 

As always check with your health 
care provider prior to participating or 
visiting any recreation center.

If you are sick, or have symptoms of 
fever, cough, shortness of breath or 
recently exposed to COVID-19 please 
do not come to any recreation center or 
park until you have doctor clearance.

Stay at least 6 feet away from others 
(social distancing), always keeping this 
minimum space between yourself and 
others.

Wearing a mask is REQUESTED (if 
closer than 6ft mask required) and 
appropriate attire for the activity.

Wash your hands with soap and water 
frequently (20 seconds or longer).

6ft

6ft

6ft

6ft

6ft

6ft

6ft

6ft

6ft

6ft

6ft

Bring your own water bottle.

Bring Hand Sanitizer and 
disinfectant wipes.

Cover coughs and sneezes with 
tissue then throw tissue in trash.

Avoid touching, eyes, nose and 
mouth.

Clean & disinfect frequently 
touched objects & surfaces.

Bring your own equipment/supplies 
conducive to the activity.

For more information email RecreationDepartment@DistrictGov.org 
or visit www.DistrictGov.org



The Enrichment Academy is committed to helping 
participants acquire knowledge for growth in mind, body, 
or spirit. Prior to registering, we encourage you to become 
familiar with our Registration Information Guidelines.

Registrations: Course registrations are on a first-come,  
 first-served basis. Being mindful of course start times  
 and registration periods will help with registration  
 deadlines. Registrations are complete when payment  
 information has been received and confirmed.  
 The Enrichment Academy guarantees seats to only  
 those with payment.

How to Register: For your convenience, we have 3 easy  
 ways to register.
 Online - www.DistrictGov.org. View the curriculum  
 and register 24/7.
 In-person - Walk-in registrations available at Regional  
 Recreation Centers from 8:30am-4pm Monday- 
 Friday and 8:30am-12pm Saturday & Sunday (select  
 locations).

 Mail - You may mail a completed registration form to:  
 The Enrichment Academy, 984 Old Mill Run,  
 The Villages, FL 32162. Do not mail cash as a form of  
 payment. Please remember, mailing your registration  
 does not guarantee you a spot in a course.  
 We encourage you to call (352)674-1800 to confirm your  
 registration is received. Please allow 3-5 business days  
 after mailing before calling.

Accepted Forms of Payment: Cash, check made payable  
 to “VCCDD,” MasterCard, Visa, & Discover.

Fees: Course fees are noted with each advertised course,  
 and are collected at time of registration. Please note  
 that some courses also call for supplies or supply fees  
 at an additional cost to the participant. Supply fees are  
 to be paid to the instructor the first day of class and are  
 nonrefundable. There is a $30 fee imposed per item for  
 returned checks.

Course Confirmations: Participants will receive course  
 confirmation within 5 business days of completed  
 registration. If you do not receive a 
 confirmation, contact The Enrichment Academy  
 TheEnrichmentAcademy@DistrictGov�org to  
 request a copy. Review your course information to  
 ensure you’re registered for the desired course  
 correctly.

Course Cancellation/Change Policy: Although we make  
 every attempt not to cancel events, The Enrichment  
 Academy reserves the right to change any schedule  
 without advance notice, or cancel any course that  
 does not meet minimum enrollment requirements.  
 We reserve the right to postpone or combine courses,  
 limit registrations, and to change instructors.  
 Participants are notified of any cancellations and  

 receive a full refund, which will be issued by check or  
 credit card. It may take up to thirty (30) business days  
 for a cancellation refund to be processed.

Refund Policy: All participant driven refunds are subject  
 to a cancellation penalty (50% of advertised course fee)  
 per event. The Enrichment Academy must be notified  
 up to six (6) full business days prior to the first day  
 of the event (not counting the day of class) for eligible  
 refund. Eligible refund amount is 50% of the  
 advertised course fee.

 • Not all requests for refunds can be accommodated.

 • Refund policies are enforced regardless of the  
  number of students registered for the course.

 • No refunds are possible after six (6) business days  
  prior to the first day of the event or thereafter.

 • Registrations are not transferable between  
  participants.

 • It may take up to thirty (30) business days for a  
  refund to be processed.

 • Refunds will be issued by check or credit card.

 • Any membership or supply fees are non-refundable.

 • No other refunds or credits will be granted, for any  
  reason, at any time.  
 
 • No discount will be given for missed classes, or if  
  participant is unable to attend a rescheduled  
  make-up class.

To request a refund, email  
TheEnrichmentAcademy@DistrictGov.org  

or call (352) 674-1800 8:30am-4pm Monday- Friday. 

Transfer Policy: All participant driven transfers are  
 subject to a $10 non-refundable transfer fee* per event  
 if The Enrichment Academy is notified up to six (6)  
 full business days prior to the first day of the event  
 being transferred out of (not counting the day of class).

 • Not all requests for transfers can be accommodated,  
  and completion of transfer depends on space  
  availability of event requested to be transferred into.

 • Transfer policies are enforced regardless of the  
  number of students registered for a course.

 • No transfers are possible after six (6) business days  
  prior to the first day of the event or thereafter.

 • The transfer business day policy applies to the event  
  being transferred out of, not being enrolled into.

To request a transfer, email  
TheEnrichmentAcademy@DistrictGov.org  

or call (352) 674-1800 8:30am-4pm Monday- Friday.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
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Have Questions? Check the FAQ’s on PAGE 4NEVER STOP LEARNING, 
KEEP ON GROWING!

Wait List: If a course is full, you may request to be placed 
 on a waiting list. If space becomes available, you will  
 be contacted with an option to register. Payment will be  
 collected at that time. Please do not attend a course  
 unless you have registered. Wait List status DOES NOT  
 enroll you into a course or automatically place you in  
 the next available course.

Make-up Classes: Postponed classes by instructor, or  
 postponements due to emergencies, holidays or  
 special activities, will be made up by the instructor.  
 Class dates missed by the participant will not be  
 made up.

Requests for Accommodations: The Villages Community  
 Development Districts (VCDD) will in compliance  
 with the law, upon request, provide appropriate aids  
 and services leading to effective communication for  
 qualified persons with disabilities so they can  
 participate equally in VCDD programs, services, and  
 activities, including qualified sign language  
 interpreters, assistive listening systems, documents  
 in braille, and other ways of making information and  
 communications accessible to people who have  
 speech, hearing, or vision impairments. The type of  
 auxiliary aid or service provided will vary in  
 accordance with the length and complexity of the  
 communication involved. 

Any individual registered for a class with The Enrichment 
Academy who requires an auxiliary aid or service for 
effective communication, or a modification of policies or 
procedures to participate must: 

 • Indicate on registration form at time of registration  
 that they require an accommodation. 

 • Contact The Enrichment Academy as soon as  
 possible, but no later than 72 hours before the  
 scheduled event. 

While the VCDD will attempt to give primary 
consideration to the request of the individual, some of the 
accommodation requests offered by the VCDD include: 

 • Assisted Listening Systems – Assisted listening  
 systems are available at all facilities operated by the  
 VCDD. 

 • Qualified Interpreters – The VCDD will provide a  
 qualified interpreter, upon request, in compliance with  
 the law. 

 • Other Auxiliary Aids & Services – Additional  
 services offered by the VCDD include: Screen readers,  
 talk-to-text services, written materials, materials in  
 electronic format (compact disc with materials in plain  
 text or word processor format) 

To request an accommodation, email  
TheEnrichmentAcademy@DistrictGov.org,  

call (352) 674-1800 8:30am-4pm Monday- Friday,  
or by mail at: 984 Old Mill Run, The Villages, FL 32162 

This catalog is intended as a general guide for the 
organization, programs, courses, and policies, all of 
which are subject to change without notice. We regret 
any errors in printing, but accept no liability for them. All 
information contained in this catalog should be verified 
with The Enrichment Academy. 

The Enrichment Academy is a self-supporting department, 
with income supplied from the course fees.  

No other funds are received for the operations  
or curriculum of The Enrichment Academy.
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REGISTER FOR A COURSE TODAY!
The Enrichment Academy is committed to helping participants acquire knowledge  
for growth in mind, body, or spirit� It is a self-supporting department, with income 
supplied from the course fees� No other funds are received for the operations or 
curriculum of The Enrichment Academy� Prior to registering, please become familiar 
with our Registration Information Guidelines�

Course registrations are on a first-come, first-served basis. Being mindful of course 
start times and registration periods will help with registration deadlines� Registrations 
are not complete until payment information has been received and confirmed.  
The Enrichment Academy is unable to hold seats in a course without payment� 

ONLINE
www�DistrictGov�org

BY MAIL
The Enrichment Academy
984 Old Mill Run
The Villages, FL 32162

IN-PERSON 
Regional RecReation centeRs 
monday - FRiday | 8:30am - 4:00pm 
satuRday & sunday | 8:30am - 12:00pm

Special accommodations are offered at The Enrichment Academy, by request.

ASSISTED LISTENING SYSTEMS — QUALIFIED INTERPRETERS

AUXILIARY AIDS & SERVICES — SCREEN READERS — TALK-TO-TEXT SERVICES

WRITTEN MATERIALS — ELECTRONIC FORMAT MATERIALS

To request an accommodation, contact The Enrichment Academy at (352) 674-1800,  
email TheEnrichmentAcademy@DistrictGov�org, or mail to:  

The Enrichment Academy - 984 Old Mill Run, The Villages, FL 32162
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Go to DistrictGov.org> click on Departments: Recreation

Click Here to Register Now button on right side of the screen

You will be redirected to our registration home page. In the upper right hand corner,  
there is a Create Account or Log in button. 

Click on The Enrichment Academy Button

Register for Classes and Follow Remaining Directions

1

2

4

5

3

1

2

3
4 Click on The Enrichment Academy

Create Account | Login

If you experience issues creating an account or logging in, please feel free 
to contact Recreation Administration  

at 352-674-1800 Monday – Friday from 8am-5pm

5 Register for Classes

 
REGISTER

HOW TO

for Courses



REGISTRATION FORM
(Print Clearly)

Name (Last, First, Middle): _________________________________________ Date:___________
Resident ID # (If Applicable): ______________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City: _______________________ State: ____________ Zip: __________Village: __________
Email: _________________________________________ Phone: _________________________

Contact In Case of Emergency:
Name (Last, First, Middle): __________________________________________________________
Relationship to you: ___________________________ Phone: ________________________

By registering, I agree to INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS The Villages of Lake-Sumter, Inc., The Villages 
Holding Company, The Villages Operating Company, The Village Center Community Development District, 
Sumter Landing Community Development District, Village Community Development Districts Nos.1-14, The 
Villages Recreation Department, The Villages Golf Department, State of Florida Sports Foundation, and any 
sponsor, advertiser, and promoter of any recreational activities, or events of such entities (collectively, district 
activity or activities), and any owner or lessee of the premises where The District activity or The Enrichment 
Academy classes, events, or other activities from and against any loss, liability, damage or cost that I or any of my 
guest may incur due to participation or involvement in or presence at any District Activity or The Enrichment 
Academy, whether caused by negligence, action or inaction of releases, or other individual or entity.

Course Information:

Course # Title Start Date Fee

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

Payment Options:

____ Cash ____ Credit Card ____ Check (Payable to VCCDD) Check #: _____________ 
                            Total Amt:_____________ 
CC #: ________________________________________________ SC: _______ Exp ____ /_____
Billing Address: ___________________________________________ Zip Code __________
Name as it appears on card: ____________________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________________________________

984 Old Mill Run | The Villages, FL 32162 | www.DistrictGov.org | (352) 674-1800
© 2020 Village Center Community Development District. All Rights Reserved. TEA050_0820 

Course Refund Policy:
All participant requested refunds are subject 
to a 50% cancellation penalty per event if The 
Enrichment Academy is notified up to six (6) full 
business days prior to the first day of the event 
(not counting the day of class).

 • Not all requests for refunds can  
  be accommodated.

 • Refund policies are enforced regardless of the  
  number of students registered for the course.

 • No refunds are possible after six( 6)  
  business days prior to the first day of the  
  event or thereafter.

 • Registrations are not transferable 
  between participants.

 • It may take up to thirty (30) business days  
  for a refund to be processed.

 • Refunds will be issued by check or credit card.

 • Any membership or supply fees  
  are non-refundable.

 • No other refunds or credits will be granted,  
  for any reason, at any time. No discount will be 
  given for missed classes, or if participant is  
  unable to attend a rescheduled make-up class.

Course Transfer Policy:
All participant driven transfers are subject to 
 a $10 non-refundable transfer fee* per event if 
The Enrichment Academy is notified up to six 
(6) full business days prior to the first day of the 
event being transferred out of (not counting the  
day of class).

 • Not all requests for course transfers can 
  be accommodated, and completion of 
  transfer depends on space availability of 
  event requested to be transferred into.

 • Transfer policies are enforced regardless  
  of the number of students registered for  
  a course.

 • No transfers are possible after six (6)  
  business days prior to the first day of the 
  event or thereafter.

 • The transfer business day policy applies  
  to the event being transfered out of,  
  not being enrolled into.

There is a $30 fee* per item for returned checks.

Accommodation Requests:
____ To take course(s) registered for, I need 
accommodations. I have read the requests for 
accommodations information on the registration 
information page and know I must also contact 
The Enrichment Academy by phone, email, or 
mail to request an accommodation no later than 
72 hours before each scheduled event I have 
registered for.

Describe Request:
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________

Office Use Only 3 Ways to Register

______ Walk  ______ Mail

Date: _________________________

Time: ________ Initials: _______

Online:
www.DistrictGov.org

In-Person:
Walk-in registrations available at 

Regional Recreation Centers 

Monday-Friday | 8:30am-4pm

Mail To:
The Enrichment Academy 

984 Old Mill Run 
The Villages, FL 32162


